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“Think of an old forest, one that's rotting 
and bug infested and choking the light 
from the ground. Nothing can grow and 
it's just stagnant and dying, it's a waste. 
And then a fire comes and burns it all 

down. The ashes regenerate the soil, the 
clearing allows the sun to reach the 

ground.The space that's been created 
allow new seedlings to pop up and you 

create the conditions for new growth and 
regeneration.The way historians have 

written certain history casts certain 
individuals in that role of historical 

arsonists, for a good cause.”
-Dan Carlin, host of

Hardcore History

Let’s play a little game, shall we? Fire up Google on your browser and 
type “How to lose fat” You don’t want to do that? Ok, I’ll do it for you. 
Google is nice enough to give you a table on top of the search results 
with an article from Muscle and Fitness. Thank you, Google. Below that 
you will find article after article with titles such as “6 proven ways to lose 
body fat” and “10 Strategies to Lose Fat and Keep it Off” they love 
numbering this stuff, don’t they? Buzzfeed even made the front page. I 
wonder if they copy/pasted the material from Reddit?
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Perhaps we are inundated with too much information? “What is the right 
diet plan for me?”, “Which exercise plan gets the best results?”, “I don't 
want to change my personal habits and this pill is promising me that I 
can eat like an oversized baby with too much money and still get a six 
pack, it must be true, right?”

Here's the truth as I see it: 99% of people don't need to buy diet pills and 
magic powders. People don't need a whole host of supplements and the 
latest version of the thigh master to get in shape and reclaim their 
health. Health and vitality should be everyones birthright. There should 
be no reasonable financial barrier between where you're at now and 
where you would like to be in terms of your fitness. If you can afford to 
buy groceries, you can afford to look and feel healthy all the time. You 
should not be made to feel like if you don't buy the latest Nutri-System 
powder or Weight Watchers meal that you can't lose weight. These plans 
may work, but they are completely unnecessary. I think that the time has 
come to put these companies out of business. They are a product of the 
old world where people's hopes and dreams for a better body are 
exploited for profit. These companies sell their products as if what they 
contain is anything special compared to the real, whole foods that you 
can buy at the local farmers market or even your local grocery store. The 
information is out there and all you need to do is arm yourself with the 
right information. This is not food dogma, it is not a catchy, gimmicky 
diet. It's a common sense way of eating, moving and living that I have 
gathered from different sources which have all said similar things. I cut 
out the minutia and got down to the nitty gritty of what I feel works for 
most people.

It makes me really mad. I want to burn down the whole rotten, corrupt 
structure. Join me in the tribal fire dance, won’t you? 

“I don’t know you. I will not dance with you in your loin cloth.”

Fair enough! Here’s a little bit about me:

Confessions of a Glutton

Timeline: 1986 in the Romo household. 7 year old Phil is finishing off his 
dinner. His mother knows that Phil is still hungry despite feeding him a 
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plate with portions the size of his father. She knows he wants to eat her 
food because after he’s done with he stares at her plate like a puppy 
looks at a prime rib on top of a table. She loves him so she lets him 
finish her plate too. After finishing, Phil then stares at his sisters plate. 
He has started his journey as “the human trash compactor”.

Timeline: 1998 at the home of Phil’s other family, the Razo household. 
After letting himself inside the house he walks right by his buddy Jake. 
“Hi Jake, what’s up?” Phil doesn’t pause for an answer or sit down for 
casual conversation. He’s headed right to the fridge to see what 
leftovers he can cram into his gullet. The Razos don’t mind, they’ll make 
him do dishes later and besides, he’s like a second son. His friends 
wonder if he’s ever felt the sensation of “full”. While playing in an alt. 
rock band with his friends they pen an instrumental jam called “Bed liner 
burritos” named for a famous incident where the singer ate half a Taco 
Bell burrito, threw the other half onto his truck bed and Phil gleefully ate 
it nine hours later.

Timeline: 2011 on tour with his band Intercept. Phil has adopted the 
nickname “Honey Badger” while eating BBQ ribs in a Vegas hotel room. 
Phil first ate a full plate of beef ribs, fell asleep, then woke up to finish off 
all the ribs. The band gathers around a laptop that plays the famous 
Youtube video of a honey badger attacking a cobra. Before the cobra 
dies he manages to inject the badger with a poisonous bite that would 
kill most mammals. The film crew thinks that the honey badger must 
have died but hours later it wakes up and resumes eating the cobra. Phil 
finds it fitting. Phil don’t care.

So, I love food. I’ve spent much of my life not being thin or underfed. I 
was never outwardly obese looking or what you would call a “fat guy” but 
that was only because I was tall enough and my frame was big enough 
to hide it. Possessed of a shaky degree of hand-eye coordination and a 
penchant for books and music, I was fond of the more leisurely pursuits 
in life. I played music for many years and was the “big guy” in the band 
which is okay for bass players because we are traditionally allowed an 
extra 20-40 pounds without getting kicked out of the band. I started 
teaching music and got married to my lovely wife and we had a kid. Like 
many people my priorities changed and getting rock hard abs didn’t 
make the top 10 list. I let my health slip and ballooned up to 235 pounds. 
On my checkup in November 2013 I found out that I had a blood 
triglyceride score of 415! My triglycerides were so high that they couldn’t 
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get a reading of how much LDL (bad) cholesterol was in my blood. I 
needed a change. I refused to take the cholesterol medication my doctor 
prescribed to me and instead focused on becoming healthy. I met a 
guide who showed me how to lose weight effectively and keep it off for 
the long haul. I describe the entire story in my personal blog at 
www.philromo.com. My guide, Rick gave me an incredible gift. He 
helped change my life by showing me how my body (which I will refer to 
often in this book as my “primary vehicle”) really worked. I thought it 
would be great if I could do for others what Rick did for me.

This book is my gift to you. It will hopefully become my altruistic gift to 
society. You should have paid nothing for it because it shouldn't cost 
anything to learn about how to be healthy. I stick to that standard and 
stand by it. I am not a doctor, nor am I a dietician. I am a music teacher 
who was fat and learned to get fit. You shouldn't take any weight loss 
advice from someone who can't tell you how to lose weight without a 
shirt on. So here we go. Your move, Dr. Phil.
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February 2014-215 lb.
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March 2016-177 lb. I finally cleaned the mirror.

As a teacher, part of my job is to take complex topics and to distill them 
down to their essence. To communicate the vital points of a topic in 
clear, easy to understand manner. This is my effort to do that in regards 
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to fat loss. Since I'm a nobody in the health and fitness community, I can 
afford to be direct and hold no allegiance to any pre-existing company or 
weight loss method. I will give you no b.s. because everything in this e-
book I used and I used to great effect. I wouldn't waste my own time and 
resources so I won't waste yours. 

Necessary disclaimer; Although all the things in this book worked for me, 
I of course am not you. I am a neurologically typical adult male with no 
history of medication. I'm about as boiler plate as you can get, I believe. I 
was fat and got fit using the methods in this book and without any 
prescribed medication. I feel like this book will work for most people due 
to the fact that it has worked for several personal friends of various ages 
and sexes. If you have any pre-existing health issues such as diabetes 
or heart disease, PLEASE consult your doctor before trying anything I 
suggest out on yourself.

Even if you are experienced in diet and exercise, by reading this you 
may learn something new about hormones and fat burning that you 
didn't know previously.  If you're really peeved because I'm a hack 
remember that we provide a money-back guarantee!
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Part 1. The Yin And Yang Of 
Your Hormones

“When I let go of what I am, I become
what I might be.”

-Lao Tzu

Between the years of 2003 and 2004 I was in a bad place. Dealing with 
immense loss and feeling like I had no direction, I felt hopeless. I was 
making bad decisions that compromised myself morally and I was 
looking for some answers. I was born and raised Catholic and the 
answers that were in the bible weren’t working for me. I looked 
elsewhere for answers and I found many in the ancient text of Lao Tzu’s 
“Tao Te Ching”. I’m glad I went through that phase and I’m grateful for 
my quarter-life crisis. I learned a lot of how to handle myself in the world 
and how to deal with difficult people and difficult situations. I wouldn’t 
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consider myself a fanatical Eastern monk or even a Taoist today, I just 
refer to the lessons when they are needed. For those that are not aware, 
a core belief in not just Taoism but in all Eastern thought is the Supreme 
Ultimate otherwise known as The Yin/Yang symbol.

The underlying principle is that all the universe is an interplay of opposite 
forces that constantly work against each other. Light vs. Dark. Heat vs. 
Cold. Early on I though of it as “good vs. bad” but this actually isn't true. 
It is neither good not bad, it just is. Without light there can be no dark 
and without heat there can be no cold. What is “bad” is when one of 
these opposing forces is out of balance. What most people need is a 
healthy balance of Yin/Yang and an unhealthy person has too much of 
one or another.

In brief, consider the following examples:

Yin Yang
Female

Cold
Inwardness

Passive
Dark

Yielding

Male
Heat

Outwardness
Vigor
Light

Assertiveness

Makes sense, right? Now before we get too far into the weeds of 
Eastern philosophy lets apply it to hormones. You and I are these 
complex machines that have all kinds of crazy chemicals bouncing 
around inside of us (welcome to Phil’s advanced Biology class!). Our 
hormones are extremely important to our health and well being and 
different organs secrete various hormones so that we can function 
efficiently. Everyone has those days when we want to binge on Netflix 
and a carton of ice cream, that would be stress hormones having their 
way with you. We all remember being teenagers and making decisions 
we would not make as adults, right? The usual culprit are those host of 
new hormones that are transforming our bodies into adulthood.

For our purposes I will call Yin hormones the anabolic hormones and the 
Yang hormones the catabolic ones. When we hear the word “anabolic” 
many people relate it to steroids as in that many bodybuilders use 
anabolic steroids to enhance performance and build more muscle. This 
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is a good thing to remember as anabolism refers to the building up of 
tissue, muscle or fat. Catabolism is the opposite force, the factor that 
breaks down tissue. Catabolism is a no-no for the bodybuilder that is 
trying to gain size and for understandable reasons. It's only when an 
athlete is “cutting” that a catabolic effect is desired.

Like any bodily function, anabolism and catabolism have certain specific 
hormones that allow these metabolic activities to perform.

Anabolic (Yin) Catabolic (Yang)

Insulin
HGH (human growth hormone)

Testosterone
IGF-1

Cortisol
Adrenaline
Glucagon

Epinephrine

These hormones are not listed in direct opposition to each other as on 
the previous table. Indeed, they all work in concert with each other to 
make your body function properly. I won't get into the metabolic activity 
that takes place on a cellular level, for I am woefully unqualified to do so. 
I can give you the broad strokes of these processes and how you can 
use them to lose body fat. Lets start with the primary hormones at the 
top of each list.

Insulin- Your Storage Machine

Insulin is often the villain in the story of obesity. Don't get it twisted 
though, without insulin you would die. The problems arise when we 
misuse our insulin and gain too much weight. Simply put, insulin delivers 
energy into your cells. The food you eat gets stored in your liver as 
glycogen and if that energy is not used, then it gets stored into your fat 
cells. Insulin is the driver of this metabolic process. We humans are 
survival machines. We take in energy, use it throughout the day and if 
we happen to take in more energy than we can use we store it in our fat 
cells just in case we need it for later. When you look at a particularly 
obese person, you are looking at a lot of potential energy. That individual 
just happens to have not used up that energy yet. If they never wind up 
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using that energy then it may eventually kill them. If your goal is just to 
get your gut under control or look slim, get it out of your head that the fat 
you carry is a curse or an evil thing that your body does to you. Yes, it's 
not good for you to carry too much body fat but from a biological 
standpoint, it's just energy. Your body is just doing the most natural thing 
it can do, store energy for use later.

One of insulins main jobs is to regulate blood sugar. If you flood your 
blood with toxic levels of sugar your insulin will save the day by storing 
that extra sugar into your fat cells. Insulin doesn't care how you look in a 
bikini, it's trying to save your life by regulating your blood sugar. You 
know what's worse? Your muscles and organs haven't even been fed 
when this happens. So your body will send a signal for you to eat more. 
Your body can't communicate that it needs a lean piece of chicken so 
you read that as, “grab a Snickers” and the vicious cycle continues.

If you learn to hack your insulin production for the purposes of fat loss, 
you will learn to make friends with this useful hormone. Type 2 diabetes 
is a common metabolic syndrome that is caused by insulin resistance. 
The type 2 diabetic is someone who has spiked their insulin so often and 
at such high a level that it has no effect any more. If you are at risk for 
type 2 diabetes or even have it already you can make friends with this 
hormone again by managing it's levels. Making better choices with your 
food will get your insulin levels normalized and there are cases of people 
reversing their type 2 diabetes with better lifestyle choices. Now lets look 
at the other side of the coin:

Cortisol- The Stress Hormone

Catabolism is the breakdown of tissue, fat or otherwise. Cortisol is 
released by the body in times of stress. Stress is a major factor in the 
modern world. People are under rested, over worked and financially 
strapped across the country. It's important to remember, however, that 
not all stress is created equal. A jogger experiencing runners high is 
stressing their muscles as well as enjoying an endorphin rush. A solid 
workout session is an enjoyable stress on the body. Stress would qualify 
as a perfect example of a double edged sword. It literally slices away 
tissue when used in the right doses.

But wait, isn't cortisol also responsible for weight gain? Sort of, but it's 
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more accurate to say that our reaction to cortisol causes weight gain. 
We've all heard of the fight or flight response. It helped us survive when 
a lion was running after us but now a days that's more rare (although 
one wonders if we ought to reinstate such scenarios for some people...) 
Being on a lower rung on the food chain can be quite stressful, so when 
cortisol and adrenaline is manufactured by the body we automatically 
crave our quickest source of energy. Sugar, baby. It's that comfort food 
in stressful times that causes the weight gain. The more stress we feel 
the more we want to eat sweets and calorie-dense foods. When you eat 
a very heavy meal that doesn't sit well in your stomach, you are 
stressing out your digestive system too. Your poor stomach is trying to 
handle everything you've stuffed into it. This stress obviously lead to 
more weight gain. Cortisol is a cruel mistress, it can help you as well as 
harm you.

You may also know people who have lost a tremendous amount of 
weight in times of extreme stress, perhaps you have even experienced it 
yourself. Under stress, we can tend to skip meals and lose our appetite. 
It is not a desirable situation to stress the body into severe catabolism. 
The trick is to use stress in the right way and in the right amounts to 
produce a healthy, pleasurable weight loss experience.

                The Bastard and the Buddy

I want to talk about two more opposing hormones that were not on the 
prior list. It was hard to categorize them under anabolic or catabolic 
because they can be neither or both depending on how you react to 
them. They are ghrelin and leptin. Even if you've never heard of them, 
you know how they make you feel quite well. Ghrelin is the guy that tells 
your body, “Hey, it's time to eat” Leptin is the guy that says, “Ahh, that 
meal was goood!”

We all love leptin and we hate that ghrelin guy. We may know that we 
have 20 pounds to lose, but that ghrelin clown comes walking in every 
few hours saying, “Hey, eat that pastry!” The release of leptin is like 
falling asleep in a warm blanket made of bagels. These two feelings of 
hunger and satiety are in opposition and at the core of everybody, we 
want that satiety feeling and we want to avoid hunger.
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What we need to understand and what took me a while to learn is that 
ghrelin is just making a suggestion when it's released. It's saying that 
you ought to eat, which actually doesn't mean that you NEED to eat, 
although it can feel that way. Like many hormones, it can be trained and 
controlled by you and your actions. You needn't be at the mercy of every 
ghrelin release that your body throws at you. If you are reading this and 
you have experienced actual starvation, I feel for you and I can't imagine 
what that must be like. I have never felt what actual starvation is and I'm 
willing to bet that most people in the western world have not. Most 
people throw around the word “starvation” like we have any idea what it's 
like. It really gets under my skin when people see me lose weight and 
they say, “Oh, so you're starving yourself.” It shows an immense lack of 
understanding about the world as a whole and displays a banal, naïve 
personality. I make note of it and remember to stop talking to them. 
Remember, if you have more than 5% body fat (which is very low), you 
have plenty of energy to keep you going. It might not be comfortable to 
use it, but it's there.

Leptin can often times mask a severe insulin spike when you're eating 
the wrong kind of foods. Some people love the feeling of eating five 
donuts and think that it feels good even though it's wrecking havoc on 
their body. You can train yourself to feel lovely satiety eating an avocado 
with some sea salt without the side effects that processed sugars can 
have.

Ana and Catherine

Let's take two people, Big Ana and Little Catherine. Ana knows that 
she's big but it's hard to meet her weight loss goals because she always 
feels hungry. She often feels defeated and sleeps day and night. She's 
hiding herself from the world and is in her own head so much that it's 
hard to communicate with others. She needs to sleep with loads of 
blankets, for some reason she's always cold. She's deeply sad, but she 
can manage a smile and put on a dress that hides her body well enough 
when the time is called for.

Little Catherine is always on fire. After a fitful night consisting of three 
total hours of sleep she downs three cups of coffee and then it's go time! 
She runs a light thirteen miles even though her legs are begging her to 
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stop because she ran 20 the day before. She’s got to train for that 
marathon. Catherine is all go go go! At work she is jittery and 
scatterbrained, she's likable but seems like she's trying too hard to 
impress. Physically, she's a skeleton with a thin layer of skin surrounding 
her organs. Catherine doesn't know it, but her adrenal glands are fried 
and they are desperate for recovery. She doesn't have a chance to 
recover though, too much sugar and caffeine makes that impossible. 
Tired, yet wired Catherine doesn't understand that she's running full gas 
into a brick wall and the end result won't be pretty.

Both examples above, if you haven't figured it out are out of balance to 
one extreme or another. Anabolic Ana and Catabolic Catherine. Most of 
us fall in between but I'm willing to bet that Ana hits home for a lot of you. 
As individuals we should seek balance of Yin and Yang within ourselves. 
If you're an Ana, then I'm not asking you to become a Catherine 
although I'm sure many haters and doubters will feel like that's what the 
goal is. If fat loss is your goal, you need some healthy catabolism. 
Healthy fat loss is strategic catabolism fit into your everyday life. You 
don't have to be miserable and hungry to make it happen. We need food 
to live, it's fuels our body which is our primary vehicle. You can enjoy 
healthy, satiating food which promotes catabolism while stopping the 
overabundance of anabolism that unhappy overweight people feel.

Start thinking like this, you can be in storage mode (anabolism) or fat 
burning mode (catabolism). Don't worry about burning off too much 
muscle tissue. If you manage your lifestyle correctly you can maintain or 
even gain lean, gorgeous muscle. Your fuel is going to be the driver of 
this process.
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Part 2. You Only Eat Three 
Things

“Let thy food be thy medicine”
-Hippocrates

I don't remember much from my freshman biology class, but the one 
thing I do remember that stays with me are the four main energy sources 
we use. When the first runs out, we go to the next one and when that 
runs out, the next is used. The order is glycogen, fat, protein and then 
nucleic acid. If you get to the last one, you're dead. So I always 
remembered that if you want to burn fat for energy, you have to get 
through your glycogen stores first.

It sounds like that Bio lesson should have stuck with me a little longer 
because I wound up being about 240 pounds in my 20's. If I could tell my 
old fat, younger self one thing it would be, “Remember Mr. Gunther's Bio 
class.” If you are overweight and you want to lose weight you have to 
allow your body to tap into your body fat. You will not get into your fat 
stores effectively if you keep feeding and refilling your glycogen stores.

The three things that you can eat are Carbohydrates, Fat and Protein. 
Your three macronutrients. (we won’t get into the weeds of counting 
alcohol and micronutrients) I find it very useful to look at any food option 
as either a carb, fat or protein or a combination of the three. These three 
macronutrients widely vary in quality. It makes eating choices very 
simple and cuts through a lot of marketing misinformation. Healthy 
flavored iced tea?= carb. Low fat meatball sub?= carb, junk protein 
and fat.

I'll go through all three macronutrients and how to find your best options 
of the three. I need to mention the importance of the glycemic index (GI) 
first. Certain foods are high on the GI scale meaning that they send your 
insulin up and put you into storage mode. If I'm on my road bike and I'm 
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trying to make it up that mountain, eating a high GI Clif bar is going to 
help me get there because it delivers instant energy into my working 
muscles. Eating that same Clif bar while sitting at home is doing nothing 
but sitting there waiting to be used. Believe me, I couldn't lose any 
weight while eating a daily Clif bar even though the rest of my diet was 
on point. Now that box of bars sits in my cabinet only for use on long 
bike rides. If you want to get out of storage mode, then eating foods 
lower on the glycemic index is a must. It would be wise to look up all the 
food you have in your house and see where it sits on the GI scale.

Carbohydrates- Fuel Option #1

Our bodies are really good at taking carbohydrates and turning them into 
fuel for our daily lives. A fit, healthy human can eat mostly carbs for 
energy and remain perfectly normal. The problem arises when you are 
an overweight individual with some body fat to lose. Then, it pays to be 
smart about your carb intake. It's important to mention that carbs are 
neither good nor bad, they just need to be used strategically for optimum 
results based on your goals.

High fructose corn syrup (HFCS) and processed sugars- I'm sure 
that it's no surprise that this is pretty much nutritional poison for 
everyone, right? There's two vending machines outside my door at work, 
one is for snacks and the other is for drinks. All the drinks are HFCS and 
all the snacks are processed sugar. None are good options for weight 
loss. Human beings have been around for about a million years and the 
Mars candy company has been around since 1920. Do you think that we 
have evolved the necessary goods to effectively metabolize a Snickers 
bar in the last 100 years? Cookies, cupcakes, brownies, donuts it's all 
made with the sweet, white stuff. If you have any processed candy in the 
house, I would throw it out right now. It's not going to help you. 
Remember, if the name of the active ingredients end with “-ose” it means 
“sugar”. Dextrose, sucrose, glucose, fructose, all sugars. Are some 
better than others? Yes, but remember that we want to burn fat and 
learning to become more of a fat burner than a sugar burner is going to 
be critical to your goals.

Breads, grains, pasta, starches, white potatoes- This is the hardest 
part for most people. Yes, even though bread isn't always sweet when 
you taste it, your body manufactures sugar out of it. We Mexicans love 
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pan dulce, sweet bread. It's just sugar on top of bread or more like sugar 
on top of sugar. Pretty much the worst stuff you can eat for weight loss. 
Enriched flour in any form is high on the GI scale and sends you into 
storage mode. I used to try whole grain options like whole grain pasta 
and 100% whole grain bread, but I lost the most amount of weight when 
I cut out bread all together. I won't demonize gluten or praise it, I just 
don't let myself have too much bread in general and claim naïveté. White 
potatoes are WAY high on the GI scale and they are the first plant based 
food that I will confine to the “seldom eat” category. A huge baked potato 
is not health food, it's an insulin bomb. The hardcore amongst you may 
want to throw out all the bread, pasta and white flour in the house. 

Sweet potatoes, brown rice, beans and steel cut oatmeal- Now we're 
talking. These brown cousins of their white starchy counterparts are nice 
options for carb consumption. Lower in GI and slow digesting, they keep 
you fueled for the long haul. I will start a long training ride with a bowl of 
oatmeal and a sweet potato and I'm feeling great all ride long. At the 
same time, be careful not to over consume these guys. I would classify 
these as “friendly carbs”.

Fruit and fruit juices- Ready for a shocker? Limit this stuff, especially 
fruit juices. When you drink a glass of orange juice your body recognizes 
it as “sugar + water”. Is it better than a can of Coca-Cola? Sure, but 
almost anything is. The fruit part really surprised me the most. When I 
was telling my health guide Rick about my usual lunch I said proudly, “I 
have a tuna sandwich on wheat bread, a banana, two tangerines, two 
hard boiled eggs and a pear.” He said, “Yeah, none of that is helping 
you.” I was shocked. He said, “The eggs are the best thing. Can you put 
the tuna on some lettuce instead?” After that, my weight loss took off. A 
banana is fructose (fruit sugar), fiber, water and some micro nutrients 
like potassium. That's it, might as well eat celery and take a multi-vitamin 
and spare yourself the sugar. People often talk about “fruits and 
vegetables” as if they are the same thing. Yes, they both grow in the 
ground and out in nature, but they are composed of different things. 
Fruits are basically natures candy and vegetables are natures nutrient 
storage. I limit my fruit intake to only a few pieces of high antioxidant 
sources like blueberries and strawberries for a nice natural sugar taste. 
Side note- I eat tomatoes and avocados daily. They are technically fruits 
but they are in a different class from most fruits. Tomatoes are low GI 
and avocados are just a weird, amazing fatty superfood.
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Vegetables- Eat these!! Fiber, micronutrients through the roof, low GI. 
Vegetables are amazing. Your momma was right, eat them. Zucchini, 
cucumber, celery, carrots, broccoli, kale, romaine lettuce, spinach, 
asparagus, peppers, cabbage, green beans, go wild on this stuff. Your 
body needs micronutrients and vitamins to function optimally and 
vegetables are packed with them. Do I know the names of all these 
nutrients? Nope, but I don't have to and you don't either. I eat my 
vegetables and rest assured that my dietary needs are met. Vegetables 
are the best kinds of carbs you can eat. I am weary of onions, 
mushrooms and corn though. There is nothing wrong with these foods 
on their own but what has been done to them can be detrimental to your 
health. Onions can attract bacteria and mold, so can mushrooms and 
garlic. Corn, unfortunately has been taken over by GMO companies like 
Monsanto to the point that you can't buy non genetically modified corn in 
the US. It's sad, but you really can't effectively digest corn anyways so I 
just limit corn in general. If you can, buy organic vegetables and avoid 
canned vegetables. Frozen is fine as long as the product is high quality. 
If you can't stand the taste of brussel sprouts, cook them in coconut oil 
or grass fed butter and taste the amazingness.

It's important to note that your gut health is one of the most important 
things to factor into your diet. You can eat all the good stuff on earth but 
it does you no good if you can't absorb it. Having proper absorption of 
nutrients will make all your efforts worth it. I've never had issues with my 
stomach as I was a human trash compactor for most of my life. I became 
lactose intolerant in recent years but not it became highly manageable 
with good food choices. If you have gut issues, please consult a qualified 
health professional for consultation.

Protein- The Muscle Stuff

I'm going out of energy order but it's for a good reason. Fitness freaks 
love that protein. Chicken breast and tuna, whey and milk. It's important 
to note that vegetarians and vegans can get plenty of protein from plant 
based sources like chia seed, peanuts and almonds. That's why there 
are vegan bodybuilders and veganism is big amongst endurance sports 
athletes. When you talk about protein with most people though, you are 
generally talking about animal tissue. Here's a quick guide through the 
muscle building macro.
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Processed meats like sausage and bacon- Recently medical experts 
revealed serious links between cancer and the over consumption of 
processed meats, at which time everyone in the health and fitness 
community let out a collective, “No shit.”. Listen, I love bacon as much 
as the next guy but we have to be realistic about how its made. Poor, 
tortured animals are raised in filthy conditions and sent to the meat 
grinder for human consumption. I know it's an inconvenient truth but you 
have to think about what goes on your plate and how it got there. If you 
are morally fine with the mass production of pork and beef, at least be 
realistic with how it affects your health. How can a company like Tyson 
produce a boatload of chicken daily across the world and you expect it to 
be of the utmost quality? Supply and demand, if the demand is that high 
then you must supply vast amounts of your product quickly. Processed 
meat companies can't reasonably offer a high quality product free of 
hormones and preservatives to that many people. We consume WAY too 
much processed meat in America and we are feeling the health and 
environmental repercussions today. Bacon on occasion is okay, 
especially the fat. Just don't go overboard Ron Swanson style.

Traditional commercial dairy and eggs- I am personally lactose 
intolerant so I don't mess too much with dairy. That said, even if you can 
tolerate dairy I wouldn't place ice cream and coffee creamer very high on 
the personal health food category. Lets examine the idea of 
pasteurization. To pasteurize milk is to heat the product until the cells 
break apart. This is good for destroying harmful pathogens but the 
beneficial nutrients of the milk is broken up too. What you are left with is 
dead milk tissue from a different mammal. You have probably heard that 
humans have not evolved the capacity to properly digest cows milk, 
hence the high occurrence of lactose intolerance. Even if you can digest 
it, it tends to gum up the inner workings of your digestive system and 
bloat you up. Try eliminating dairy for a week and see how you feel. 
Cheese, cows milk, ice cream and creamer. Yummy, decadent and 
totally not recommended in any high capacity for weight loss.

I threw traditionally farmed eggs into this category too. Regular eggs are 
a pale comparison to the nutrient dense super food that organic eggs 
are. Lower in Omega 3 fats and Vitamin E as well as Vitamin A, you are 
getting a fraction of the benefits that you could be getting from the yolk 
of organic eggs. You might as well get the best quality of fuel if you are 
going to eat eggs. Save the extra bread money and buy yourself some 
organic, pastured eggs.
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Other deli meats and factory farmed meats, as well as farmed fish- 
You may already see where I'm going to go with this one here. If you 
take a cow, pump it full of antibiotics and feed it grains, left over animal 
parts like beaks and feathers, and literally garbage how good do you 
think it's going to be for you? In other words, if your food eats garbage 
then you are eating garbage food. The one thing that vegans have going 
for them is that they've taken themselves out of the whole bloody 
process. The counter argument is “But we are omnivores, we should eat 
meat.” and I tend to agree. So what's the answer?

Organic grass fed meat and wild caught sea food- Those of you out 
there that cringe about paying extra for organic meats need to set your 
priorities straight. If you can pay $4 for a cup of burned moldy coffee that 
you top off with a neurotoxin (sugar) and dead milk cells from a different 
mammal, then you can pay the extra few bucks to buy quality fuel for 
your body. It is a bummer, I will agree. Two hundred years ago all our 
food was local and organic. The meat was just meat, nothing extra 
added and nothing seriously harmful done to the food. One of the 
downsides of modern industrialism is the degradation of our food supply. 
Our food first lowered in quality, and then it started being harmful to us. 
The conspiracy minded amongst you may even say that it was done 
intentionally to keep the general population sick and dependent of the 
pharmaceutical companies to keep us alive. That just may be true. In 
any case, when you buy and cook organic grass fed beef and wild 
caught salmon you are not buying anything special. You are simply 
buying what humans are supposed to eat. The difference in taste and 
quality is noticeable and the difference in nutrient content is wildly 
improved. If buying organic and wild caught is a serious financial burden, 
then at the very least I urge you to limit your commercial meat 
consumption. You'll save money and improve your overall health.

Fat and Famished People

Go to any large gathering of people in America like the county fair and 
Disneyland. Just go into the thick of the general population and see what 
percentage of people you would consider “healthy”. What percentage 
doesn't have protruding guts and poor posture? How many people aren't 
inflamed, overweight or underweight? 25%? 15%? Less? Perhaps you 
are one of those people who would be considered unhealthy? I definitely 
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was one of them before I learned about how my primary vehicle worked.

It may seem like I'm judging them and calling them lazy slobs. Not true! I 
feel bad for most people I see because I know what they have to deal 
with. The insecurity of having their picture taken from the wrong angle. 
Maybe they hate seeing any picture of themselves at all? It doesn't have 
to be this way. These people are not looking the way they should 
because they are eating the wrong amounts of the wrong kind of the 
previous two macros. Processed meats and processed sugar have left 
them fat AND famished! Their bodies are always hungry for nutrients so 
they try to satisfy those cravings with more of the same nutritionally 
empty fuel. Their bodies can't use most of the crap that they stuff into it 
so they are always looking for food that gives them something other than 
a temporary sugar high.

If you want to look like everyone else, then eat like everyone else. From 
what you may infer from what you've read so far, the only thing you can 
eat is tons of vegetables and expensive organic meats if you want to 
lose weight. Nope, there a magic solution.

Fat- The Secret Weapon With The Ugly Name

Informed doctors and health professionals have known for years, if you 
add more healthy fat to your diet than you will thrive and fuel your body 
without gaining excess body fat. Seems like a contradiction, right? How 
can you eat fat and lose fat at the same time? Well, like any of the 
previous two macros, there are ones you should eat and ones you 
shouldn't. Let's start with the stuff that should be avoided.

Margarine, Vegetable Oil, Commercial Lard and Trans Fat- You may 
have read that and gagged. You can believe the hype on this stuff, 
they're not good for you. Look out for polyunsaturated fats because they 
do indeed clog your arteries and fatten you up. Soybean, peanut oil, 
corn and sunflower oil should not be used to oil your pan. Don’t eat fried 
foods. Many of these oils are genetically modified (GMO) and unnatural 
for human consumption. Omega-6 polyunsaturated fats are over 
consumed in the standard western diet. Remember, Omega-6 
polyunsaturated fats are the bad stuff and saturated fat and Omega-3's 
are the good stuff. Speaking of which...
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Grass fed butter and ghee, extra virgin coconut oil, fish oil, nuts, 
avocado and wild caught salmon- Now were talking. This is the stuff 
that healthy fat loss dreams are made of. You can include extra virgin 
olive oil and grape seed oil to the list but coconut oil is even better. 
These are saturated fats loaded with Omega-3's and good cholesterol. 
So why are they so great? Fat doesn’t raise your insulin levels nearly as 
much as high GI carbs. Your brain and organs are made of fat and 
cholesterol is the precursor to all hormone production in the human 
body. Fat is calorie dense and nutritionally dense as well. Giving enough 
fat fuel to your body leaves you feeling satiated without leading to severe 
insulin spikes. Fat coats your cells and improves your immune system. 
Your hair, skin and lips look and feel better. It's a win-win situation all 
around.

“Why grass fed butter?”- Remember how you should avoid grain fed 
beef and dairy? The same goes for  butter. Like I said before, I am 
lactose intolerant but eating two table spoons of grass fed butter doesn't 
effect me at all. It's a superfood that makes you fuller for longer. Try it for 
yourself and see how you like it. Cook some organic eggs or wild caught 
salmon in a table spoon of grass fed high quality butter and I think you'll 
taste a tremendous difference from your usual vegetable oil.

“That's a lot of calories!”- Yes, it is. I want you to recall the last time 
you tried a low-fat, low-carb and calorie restricted diet. Weren't you 
miserable? Your body needs calories to function properly and using the  
right kind of calorie-dense foods will leave you with that satisfying leptin 
feeling without spiking insulin levels and putting you into intense storage 
mode. Once leptin turns on, you put the fork down and feel satisfied. 
Your body receives enough calories for healthy daily function without 
adding excess body fat.

“I’m skeptical, you're saying EAT fat to LOSE fat?”- Skepticism is 
healthy, I like that you don't just buy in automatically. Remember what I 
said about energy options? You will burn carbs and glycogen first and 
then fat second. If you deplete your sugars then the next natural thing for 
your body to do is to burn fat for fuel. This is called Ketosis which we will 
talk about later. So, if you eat a big piece of grass fed butter on a huge 
pancake, you are doing yourself no favors! The idea here is to deplete 
your glycogen first so that any fat you eat gets metabolized and your 
body become accustomed to burning fat for fuel. You start with no carbs 
in your system, then you eat healthy fats and high quality protein to 
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leave you satiated and fuel your body, your body then metabolizes what 
you ate and you still have no carbs in your system. What's left to burn? 
Fat! If this makes sense to you, you have the essence of what this e-
book is all about and you can go about your business and do whatever 
you'd like with the information. Ignore it because I'm a hack who 
somehow lost weight or delve deeper into it and experiment for yourself. 
Strategically reduce carbs throughout your day and eat nutritionally rich 
proteins and fats and you will find your pants slipping off your waist.

“So if it's that simple, why don't people know about this and why 
doesn't the government recommend it?”- We've been conned. It's not 
your fault that you don't know. Your doctor is hamstrung by bad and 
outdated science, they have to give you the guidelines outlined by the 
Standard American Diet (SAD) because they are not allowed to say 
anything otherwise. The information was warped years ago and we are 
living with the consequences ever since.

Ancel Keyes- Doctor, Pathologist and Mass 
Murderer

Mao Zedong killed up to 70 million Chinese, Tibetan, and Koreans 
during the Cultural Revolution. Stalin killed an estimated 23 million 
people during his reign. Hitler killed 12 million Jews, gypsies, 
communists, homosexuals and many millions more were killed during 
World War 2. Heart Disease claimed 787,000 U.S. lives in 2011 alone. 
Give heart disease a little time and it will catch up to the monsters listed 
above, it kills one in every four people every year. Heart disease is by 
and large a self administered killer caused by smoking, lack of exercise, 
excess weight and an unhealthy diet.

How did heart disease run so rampant? You were more likely to die of 
pneumonia or flu one hundred years ago. We die of preventable 
diseases today now more than ever before. How did it get out of hand? 
The contagion was not a physical virus nor was it a plague designed in 
some lab. The virus was one of information. An intellectual contagion.

Ancel Keys, who to my knowledge never intended to kill so many people 
nor ever ended anyones life by hand, wrote a report in 1961. This report 
stated that beyond a shadow of a doubt Saturated fat lead to heart 
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disease. His study compared the occurence of heart disease and fat 
consumption in several countries. His study, which confirmed an idea 
called the “Lipid Hypothesis” drew a parallel between higher fat 
consumption and an increased rate of heart disease. His study had 
some major holes in it though. There was data from countries like 
Norway where fat consumption was high yet heart disease was low. 
Keys threw out this data as well as data from Chile which had low fat 
consumption yet a high rate of heart disease. The results were at best, 
inconclusive. The contributing factor in all this was most likely sugar 
consumption.

This bit of junk science was published and any contradictory voices were 
quickly shouted down by Keys. Keys had his face on the cover of Time 
magazine and the USDA took his findings as gospel and made dietary 
guidelines based on it. Soon the Low-Fat craze began in America and all 
the major food manufacturers followed suit. When you remove fat from 
food, it tastes like cardboard. How do you fix that? Add sugar! Then all 
that low fat manufactured food becomes palpable to the mass consumer. 
The fall-out from the over consumption of sugar in a first world country 
where every convenience is taken care of is a fat, unhealthy population. 
How do you keep these fat, unhealthy people alive so that they can pay 
taxes? Get them dependent on medication to lower their cholesterol and 
control their diabetes so they can make the boys in Big Pharma even 
richer.

The most widely grown commercial crop in America is corn. Corn is in 
every major processed food in your local supermarket. Xantham Gum, 
dextrin, maltodextrin, lecithin, ethanol, HFCS, vegetable starch, 
sweeteners, vegetable oil, maize, and sorbitol. All these synthetic 
materials in processed foods are byproducts of corn. Your industrial 
beef, chicken, pork and farmed fish all eat corn. If you eat fast food and 
commercial processed food, you are literally consuming most of your 
food as some kind of corn. Corn is cheap to produce in this country and 
theres loads of it. Doesn’t it make financial sense to make the most food 
you can from the cheapest commercial crops (corn and soybean) and 
sell it to the general population for a big profit? That’s what’s been 
happening for the last forty years and we are seeing the effects of it 
today.

The government has no interest in you being healthy. Neither do 
Nabisco, McDonalds and Mars candy. To their credit, they have no 
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interest in you dying too soon either. What makes them the most money 
are people who are unhealthy enough to need medication and alive 
enough to hold a job. Smart enough to push numbers in a cubicle yet 
ignorant enough not to know what they really need to eat in order to get 
healthy. It's a con and we're all the suckers.

The government has plenty of corn and corn syrup to sell you. Big 
Pharma has loads of statin medication to patch you up from your self-
inflicted illnesses. When you go out into the world, you are surrounded 
by the trappings of the food industry. Everyone needs to eat, so why 
would a fast food chain need to make their options healthy AND cost 
effective? “That salad is $9? Screw it, the double cheeseburger is $5, I'll 
have that.” Even if you get the salad, the saturated fat is sucked out of it 
and the dressing is processed corn syrup. It won't satisfy you and your 
ghrelin cravings will continue. That double cheeseburger filled with 
processed junk meat will give you that satisfied leptin feeling the 
quickest and your health takes another hit. But you love that fast food 
place because there are chemical additives which cause food addiction 
and you'll be back soon to sacrifice your health and keep that global 
conglomerate in the black. Free for the CEO's to avoid paying taxes and 
have their employees working at slave wages.

Your money is your vote. If you are outraged, the quickest thing you can 
do is stop giving them your money. Support industries that make real 
food so that the big boys follow suit. It's already taking effect, McDonalds 
is touting itself as a “McCafe” to make up for lost profits because people 
wised up in recent years. I say bleed them dry, starve them out and shut 
them down.

I don't know if Ancel Keys and the corn producers in the U.S. were in on 
some mutually beneficial arrangement. What I do know is that we have 
been let down. Your readily available food options are mostly garbage 
and the healthy real food that you should be eating is in the vast 
minority. The best thing that the USDA has done recently is slap the 
“USDA Organic” labels on products that are most like the food your 
grandmother ate. Consumer demand made that happen. Be a 
conscientious consumer of what you buy and what you eat. The health 
conscious consumer trying to better themselves and their environment is 
not being a conformist, they are the anti-conformist. They are educated 
about what they eat and refuse to fuel the systems that keep their 
friends and loved ones sick.
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If this is all too much to take at once, start somewhere. Eliminate soda 
first, start reducing your consumption of starches next and see the 
difference in the way you feel and the way you look. And if you doubt 
what I have to say, do me a favor and type “Ancel Keys” into Youtube 
search and see what pops up.

My Thoughts on Different Diets

I will emphasize that these opinions are my individual opinions and mine 
alone. If you are a hardcore vegan and that works for you, great! If you 
think raw food is the answer, good for you. You can apply your own 
dietary needs and moral ideals to your own eating plan.

I wouldn't classify what I do as any sort of “diet”. I hate the word. Diets 
tend to have definitive end points where you stop implementing the diet 
and resume bad habits. Please don't call what I do “The arsonists 
diet” (LAME). What I do is eat sensibly based on my goals and I will 
continue to do so for the rest of my life. The way I eat is sustainable and 
easy to fit into my daily life. Find what works for you and do that. Even 
though I previously admonished certain foods like HFCS and processed 
meats, I really don't like food dogma. Any inflexible dogma shows a rigid 
mindset and an inflexible understanding of what other people believe. 
Just be educated about your food and how it's made and arm yourself 
with knowledge of what is going into your mouth to fuel your body.

Vegetarian- The critical components at play here is no animal meat. A 
fine starting point, but it leaves the door open to candy bars, ice cream 
and donuts. That's why you see many overweight vegetarians. The 
cause is noble on the surface, but there is more to health than not eating 
animal flesh. On the whole, vegetarianism is too vague and does nothing 
to limit processed foods. Many vegetarians ironically don't eat many 
vegetables but think nothing of loading up on grilled cheese sandwiches.

Vegan- Like a supercharged form of vegetarianism, vegans have good 
things going for them. No animal products and strict dietary guidelines 
that don't involve eggs, dairy or animal cruelty of any kind. Vegans eat 
mainly unprocessed foods and that may very well be the main benefit of 
veganism. I have friends who are vegan and they are all fit, healthy 
looking individuals. Living a cruelty-free lifestyle is morally sound and 
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quite sustainable with the right choices. However, I'm sure we've all dealt 
with the bad vegan stereotype that pushes the agenda with an air of 
moral superiority. I don't deal with these type of people but many of you 
do. Once again, food dogma should be avoided.

I highly considered becoming vegan until I saw the effects of animal fat 
on my body. I lost weight, felt great and wasn't hungry. I performed better 
on my exercises and saw better improvement in my body composition as 
compared to when I didn't eat any animal products. I believe that we can 
honor our omnivore inheritance and still live in balance with the animals 
we eat by choosing humane, sustainable options like the products of 
local farmers and organic, cage free and grass fed meat options. That 
said, I owe a lot of my eating logic to learning what vegans eat and I will 
go as far as to say that veganism is the mother of my eating habits.

Keto- On the other end of the spectrum is the Keto or Ketogenic diet. In 
the 90's this was called the Atkins diet until it was discovered that Dr. 
Atkins had several heart attacks while he was alive and he was in overall 
poor health when he died. It's all about branding!  Anyways, the Keto diet 
is basically carb restriction with an emphasis on meat products and 
animal fat. I believe what killed poor Dr. Atkins was not the concept of 
limiting carbs but not considering the quality of the protein sources 
enough. Commercially processed bacon? Eat as much as you want! 
This will kill you, don't do it. The carb restriction is sound to a certain 
extent and many people have found success using Keto. The principle of 
depleting your glycogen and using your fat for energy is at the core of 
my eating habits as far as fat loss goes, so my beliefs owe a lot to the 
research done by Atkins and Ketogenic dieters. If veganism is the 
mother of my eating habits, then Keto is the father.

Paleo- Good, getting closer to the way I eat. Eat the way that your 
ancestors did 10,000 years ago. Meat, vegetables, whole food sources, 
nothing processed. A good all around starting point for most people. No 
dairy, no hydrogenated oils and loads of animal fat from high quality 
sources. If you look a little deeper, you see certain restrictions like no 
legumes, beans and nut butters. This makes me sad. Once again, food 
dogma should be avoided and I would say that there are certain 
nutritional advancements we've acquired since the caveman days. In 
moderation, peanut butter is a yummy leptin bomb and I can't go 
permanently without it. I would classify my eating habits as “Paleo-
esque”
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Slow-carb- Even closer. Popularized by Tim Ferriss in his fantastic book 
“The 4 Hour Body” this way of eating has worked on many folks and it 
can work for you. White carbs, sugar and fruit are eliminated. No liquid 
calories. Eat the same type of meals every day. Protein, vegetables and 
legumes are all ok. If these guidelines seem like they are too strict, 
there's a special bonus for you carb lovers. A cheat day or “Faturday” is 
allowed once a week. Only once a week, you can eat anything you want 
in any amount all day long. Seems too good to be true, but the incentive 
of the cheat day is a great motivator.

For me, I didn't have too much luck with the diet even though I think it's 
sound logically. My cheat day would morph into a cheat weekend 
because my insulin spikes would make me eat like rabid fox that's been 
let into the chicken coop. You counter your cheat days by eating strictly 
six days a week and I found that I needed a little more slack with my 
carbs, especially at night. That said, I still eat slow carb recipes and 
keep what I learned in Ferriss' book in mind when I go to eat out.

Bulletproof Diet- I love this eating program. It aligns very closely to the 
way I eat with a few exceptions. Dave Asprey goes very in depth with his 
study of mycotoxins and anti-nutrients in food in his book, “The 
Bulletproof Diet”. The research and study that he put into the diet is a gift 
to humanity. High fat, moderate protein and approved “bulletproof” carbs 
are the name of the game. Avocado, grass fed butter and coconut oils 
are dietary staples that you eat without calorie counting. You use your 
feelings as a judge of when you've had enough.

Of course, because there is no perfect diet as far as I'm concerned I 
have a few qualms. Asprey of course puts “Bulletproof” items as the top 
choices to consume and they are all available on his website. Fine if you 
can afford it but it keeps you thinking that if you can't buy in then you 
can't get the top quality products. I believe that Trader Joes, Whole 
Foods and Costco have everything you need if you look in the right 
aisles. Nuts, beans, legumes and nut milk are highly suspect, but to be 
fair he doesn't demonize them and endorses trusting how you feel when 
you eat anything. On the whole, a great resource and a good read. 

What I Eat
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As you can see, I feast at the dietary buffet. I pick this, leave that, modify 
this, sample that until I get myself feeling good and reaching my goals. I 
encourage you to educate yourself and try what works best for you and 
your unique energy needs. Here's a list of what I often, seldom and 
rarely eat and the lists are subject to change without notice.

Often- Wild caught salmon, grass fed butter and beef, chili, canned 
albacore tuna, canned sardines, organic eggs, coconut oil, avocado, 
tomatoes, kale, chard, spinach, mixed vegetables, soups like chicken, 
pozole, menudo and cosido, Chipotle burrito bowls (no rice), organic 
chicken, almond milk, organic black beans, apple cider vinegar (for salad 
dressing) organic coffee, caesar salad mix, mixed unsalted nuts.

Seldom- Blueberries, strawberries, sweet potatoes, steel cut oatmeal, 
peanut butter, dark chocolate, bananas, quinoa, grains and rice, cheese 
and dairy.

Rarely- In-n-out double doubles animal style with animal fries and a 
neapolitan shake. Pizza, donuts and ice cream. Any candy bar and 
sugar drink. Bars and processed sugars. I eat anything and everything 
when I'm off my program and these little releases are part of being 
human. Plus, the bloat they give me the day after remind me that I 
shouldn't eat them more than occasionally. I feel good eating what I eat 
80% of the time so why would I change it? I had to adjust to eating the 
way I do and you can do a massive overhaul to your diet with little 
changes here and there.

The Truth About Willpower

So with all this talk about “grass fed this” and “low carb that” you may 
have already checked out of here. You may already see history 
repeating itself and you want to back out now before you disappoint 
yourself. You've tried dieting before but you fell off because you lack the 
willpower to reach your goals. I'm here to tell you that the problem may 
not be entirely on your shoulders. You probably failed because your 
other eating plans were not properly satisfying your three brains.

Three brains? Hear me out, my whacky idea is back by actual science. 
Your three brains are the reptilian, limbic and neocortex components of 
your whole brain. In order I'll name them the lizard, toddler and genius 
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brains. These three brains developed at different points in our evolution 
from most basic to the most complex and they all need calories to 
function optimally.

The lizard brain is the most primal and the kind of brain shared by all 
creatures with a vertebrae. It controls low level functions like 
temperature regulation in the body. It's the most basic and the most 
important, starve this brain out and you will die.

All mammals share the limbic or toddler brain. To be fair, I have a three 
year old boy and it did color the way I think of the limbic brain. My boy is 
sweet and loving but like most three year olds he can be impetuous and 
unreasonable. The petulant toddler brain is all about satisfying needs 
and desires, not about thinking the consequences all the way through. 
You cheated on your diet and ate that ice cream sandwich even though 
you weren't supposed to because your toddler brain was whining “I 
WANT THAT!” You often times need to regulate on the toddler brain, 
especially when it's not getting enough calories and starts throwing a 
tantrum. As I write this, my three year old is having an unreasonable 
meltdown because his mother went to the market. Logic is not the 
toddler brains strong suit. It feels basic needs like safety, warmth and 
relief from hunger and does everything it can to meet these needs. 
Understand this, if you are or have been on a low calorie, low fat diet 
and cheated it was probably because you were not feeding your toddler 
brain enough calories to feel safe and at ease. You caved and quit 
because you couldn't fight the mighty toddler any longer. It's not the 
toddlers fault and it's not yours. Your toddler brain needs satiety to be 
happy and playful, the way toddlers should be.

The third brain is the neocortex, this is what makes humans human. I 
call it the Genius because it's responsible for every advanced 
development in history from the space shuttle to the iPhone. Your genius 
brain plans ahead, sets goals and hopefully achieves them. It's the brain 
that is telling you that losing excess body fat will lead to a better life and 
improved health. Again, without enough calories this brain will get 
distracted, lose focus and cave to the toddlers cravings!

But you are supposed to eat less calories than you burn to lose 
weight! Yup, but the question is how many do you actually burn? How 
many do your three brains need to keep satisfied? These questions are 
not as easy to answer as you may think.
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The Calorie Counting Conundrum

Calories in vs. calories out. This is a simple, tried and true method for 
weight loss. The problem is that this model of weight loss doesn’t really 
consider that we are complex, individual human beings and our energy 
needs and expenditures differ from person to person even when we 
have similar body compositions. The truth is that calorie counting is at 
best, incomplete.  It's hard to know what we burn up on a day to day 
basis despite science's best attempts to measure it. Many diet and 
weight loss plans reject calorie counting and encourage you to go by 
“feel”. The problem is that you may “feel” that you need processed sugar 
every day because you are a sugar addict. What should you do?

I think you should consider what type of person you are. Your typical 
Type A personality might be very into counting the numbers and seeing 
the data in front of their face. Another Type B personality might want to 
be a bit more lax and go by feel and might find calorie counting to be too 
rigid a paradigm. I have done both and I think that calorie counting fits 
my personality a bit more. I tend to get better results when I look at the 
numbers in the correct light, as I will explain soon.

For effective calorie counting there are two numbers you need to know. 
Your Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) and your Total Daily Energy 
Expenditure (TDEE). Your BMR is what your body would burn if you did 
absolutely nothing all day. When I was in a back brace for two months 
and watching Netflix every day, my brain burned up 1,689 calories with 
little to no activity. Never eat below your BMR. You run the risk of 
starving your three brains and binging because your limbic brain won’t 
be able to deal with the restriction in energy. Your TDEE is what you 
burn up with your usual activity depending on your work and lifestyle 
habits. It should be considerably higher than your BMR because it also 
includes activities like walking through the park and doing a leisurely 
bike ride. Most TDEE online calculators put me at about 2,300 calories a 
day. My sweet spot for fat loss is 1700-2300 calories a day. This is 
easy to manage and maintain. Staying between your BMR and TDEE 
with sensible eating is a sure fire way to manage your fat loss. If you eat 
above this range, count on some weight gain. A quick Google search will 
give you several good online calculators like Calorie King to find your 
BMR and TDEE if you input your data and activity level. Once you find 
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these numbers though, don’t think that you’re in the clear…

Consider this scenario. You calculate that your TDEE is 2,300 calories a 
day (very common) so you want to calorie consumption to around 1,800 
calories, a 500 calorie deficit for manageable, sustainable weight loss. 
Good for you! Your friend Sean tells you, “It's just calories in versus 
calories out, it doesn't matter where the calories come from!” You listen 
to Sean despite the fact that he's 40% body fat and working on his third 
heart attack and you consume nothing but 1,800 calories of high 
fructose corn syrup every day for a week straight.

How much weight did you lose? Well, chances are you're dead or at the 
very least you caught up to Sean on the body fat % count. Remember 
this:

Calories are important, but not as important as hormones.

I started this e-book with a short chapter on hormones because it's the 
core of why we gain weight. What you eat and how it effects insulin 
production is what matters most. 1,800 calories of high fructose corn 
syrup will send your insulin through the roof and make you store crazy 
amounts of fat because you couldn't possibly process that much sugar. 
Eat high quality, nutrient dense food and listen to your body. Are you 
satisfied with eating good fats, protein and quality carbs that don't spike 
your insulin? Then you ate enough. There are many reports of people 
eating HFLC (high fat, low carb) diets like Paleo and Keto and not 
gaining weight despite eating up to 5,000 calories a day! How is it even 
possible? The truth is, nobody is sure. Maybe they are feeding their 
brain and organs so much that it's driving up their metabolism and 
burning everything they're taking in? One thing that is not happening is 
they are not entering storage mode and high glycemic carbs are the 
driver for anabolic fat storage.

So if you insist on eating medium to high carbs, you probably need to 
rely on counting calories to lose weight. If you lower your carb intake and 
take in more healthy fats, you can go by your feelings and the number 
on your scale to gauge your progress. 

I use a calorie counter, but I use it a bit differently than most. I 
actually track everything on My Fitness Pal (MFP) but only partially for 
calorie content. If I am below my calorie goal, great. If I am beyond my 
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calorie goal, I'm only alarmed if I did it with too many carbs. I actually 
use MFP mainly for the macro split. I will list the steps for using MFP 
correctly;

1. Change the damn macro split. They still go by the antiquated 
USDA recommended guidelines. 53% carbs, 29% fat, 18% protein. 
Of course, the USDA needs to sell you more corn and bread! 
Change those up by going from the main menu into Goals-> 
Calorie and Macronutrient Goals-> and setting the macros to 20% 
carbs, 25% protein and 55% fat. Close to the old numbers with 
rearranged macro nutrient priority. Fat for healthy brain, organ and 
hormone production, protein to maintain and even gain lean 
muscle mass and lower carbs for energy. This is the split for fat 
loss. If you can get your carbs down to 15-18%, even better.

2. Let the cholesterol and saturated fat count go into the red. 
There is a window called “nutrients” which calculate the 
recommended levels of different nutrients and vitamins. If you go 
“into the red” then you had too much of one thing. I'm telling you 
that if what you ate puts you into the red on cholesterol and 
saturated fat, you won! Don't let the trans fat and polyunsaturated 
fat get too high though, that is the fat they make in labs that mess 
you up.

3. Keep that sugar low. An easy equation to remember is 100 grams 
of carbs and 10 grams of sugar a day. Keep things at or below 
these numbers on most days.

That's it. Here's a typical day of eating for me.

Your Food Diary For: 

Monday, March 7, 2016 

Breakfast

Cal
orie

s

C
ar
bs

F
at

Pro
tein

Sod
ium

Su
ga
r

Kerrygold - Unsalted Butter, 1 
Tbsp 100 0 1

2 0 0 0

http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
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Trader Joe's - Organic Virgin 
Coconut Oil, 1 Tbsp, 15mL 120 0 1

4 0 0 0

Jose's Gourmet Coffee - Organic 
French Roast - Whole Bean, 1 
cup

0 0 0 0 0 0

Add Food Quick Tools 220 0 2
6 0 0 0

Lunch

Costco - Kirkland - Organic 
Brown Eggs - Grade Aa, 2 egg 140 0 1

0 12 14
0 0

California Haas - Avocado , 68 g 114 6 1
1 2 6 0

Bragg / Huil - Organic Raw 
Unfiltered Apple Cider Vinegar - 
With the 'mother' - 
Unpasteurized, 2 tablespoon 
(15mL)

0 0 0 0 0 0

Windset Farms - Roma 
Tomatoes, 1 tomato 20 5 0 0 0 2

Earthbound Farm Organic - 
Power Deep Green Blend, 6 oz. 
(85g)

40 6 0 4 26
0 0

Kirkland - Extra Fancy Unsalted 
Mixed Nuts (Grams), 60 g 380 14 3

2 10 0 4

Wild Planet - Wild Pacific 
Sardines In Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
- Nk, 84 grams

135 0 8 20 40
5 0

Kirkland Signature - 100% Liquid 
Egg Whites (Tbsp), 12 Tbsp 100 0 0 20 30

0 0

Kirkland's (Costco) - Seasoned 
Rotisserie Whole Chicken, 3 oz 140 1 7 19 46

0 1

Add Food Quick Tools
1,0
69 32 6

7 86 1,5
71 7

Dinner

http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/add_to_diary?date=2016-03-07&meal=0
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#quick_tools_0
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/add_to_diary?date=2016-03-07&meal=1
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#quick_tools_1
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Kirkland Signature - Wild Alaskan 
Sockeye Salmon, 1 piece (170 g/
6 oz)

290 0 1
5 36 80 0

Dole - Salad Kit Caesar, 8.75 oz 
(100G) about 1-1/2 cups 375 20 3

0 8 97
5 5

Add Food Quick Tools 665 20 4
5 44 1,0

55 5

Snacks

Add Food Quick Tools       

  

Totals 1,954 52 138 130 2,626 12

Your Daily Goal 2,200 110 134 138 2,300 90

Remaining 246 58 -4 8 -325 78

Calorie
s Carbs Fat Protei

n
Sodiu

m Sugar

I actually really enjoy tracking what I eat and comparing it to what I look 
like in the mirror and see on the scale. It turns into a fun game, honestly. 
I like to scan the barcodes and see what the stuff is made of. Even if it's 
not that accurate I feel that most metrics you use will have some flaws of 
one kind or another. The important thing is to use the same metrics 
consistently to measure progress despite any inherent flaws. One thing 
to remember is to NEVER trust the calories burned from exercise. If I go 
on a long bike ride and it says I burned 2,000 calories it does NOT give 
me carte-blanche to eat like an idiot all day. I take it as a win and eat 
normally, maybe a little more because I exerted myself. I eat more of the 
same high quality foods. Having heavy carb bloat the next day is hardly 
worth the momentary satisfaction of a sugar binge any more.

http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/add_to_diary?date=2016-03-07&meal=2
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#quick_tools_2
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/add_to_diary?date=2016-03-07&meal=3
http://www.myfitnesspal.com/food/diary?date=2016-03-07#quick_tools_3
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Part 3. Exercise

“No man has the right to be an amateur in 
the matter of physical training. It is a 
shame for a man to grow old without 

seeing the beauty and strength of which 
his body is capable.”

-Socrates

I’ve spent the vast majority of my life absolutely NOT embodying the 
essence of the above quote. Socrates would have been wildly 
underwhelmed by my ability to catch a frisbee. That said, even with my 
enormous athletic deficits I have been able to commit to a great 
movement practice and I encourage everyone reading this to do the 
same. In the game of fat loss, creating lean and supple muscle tissue is 
a remarkable advantage. Muscle fiber is a metabolically active tissue 
which helps to drive up your fat burning. Moving your body in an athletic 
endeavor is something we have done since our ancestral days in the 
wild. There are significant benefits to your mood and overall health when 
you engage in a movement practice.

You may have heard the phrase, “you can’t out-train a bad diet”. This is 
very true. 80% of your results will come from dietary choices. When you 
include exercise into your life you are encouraging metabolic 
engagement which will assist in your fat loss efforts through diet. As the 
pounds come off, you will reveal lean and sculpted muscle hiding 
underneath your recently burned off body fat. Getting lean and toned will 
take work, but it will be a healthy and hopefully enjoyable supplement to 
your improved dietary choices. 
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Movement as Medicine

On January 16, 2015 I was riding my mountain bike at a park in my 
hometown of Hacienda Heights, CA. I lost control on the last descent 
near the exit to the trail and the last thing I remember was crashing into 
a bush. When I came to I had people I didn't know standing over me and 
asking me questions. “What’s your name?” “Where are you?” I knew 
what my name was and where I was but I didn't know little details like 
what I was wearing and what the days events were like or how I got 
there. Concussion. I was on a bike, but what happened? All I knew was 
that my teeth were chipped but my lips had no abrasions. I had bit my 
own teeth off.

I got air lifted to County USC. At the trauma center the doctors gave me 
the extent of my injuries. I had broken my left wrist bone, the radial. I had 
injured a bone in my neck and would need a fusion of my C6 and C7 
cervical spine, I couldn't stand up and walk until that surgery was done. I 
had a small laceration on my brow where my helmet split in three pieces. 
My helmet saved my life. I also had a compression fracture in my T4 and 
T5 thoracic spine, requiring me to wear a back brace for a few months. I 
was very close to becoming paralyzed. I found out that behind the bush I 
hit was a tree stump that I couldn't see. When I fell off my bike I hit my 
head on the stump and blacked out. A fellow mountain biker found me 
soon after I crashed and came to my rescue. His name was Eric, the 
same name of my brother who died in 2003.

By late March I was out of the back brace, by April I started training on 
my road bike and in late June I did a century ride. 100 miles from Griffith 
Park in Los Angeles to Long Beach and back. Every single doctor who 
worked on my case and looked at my recovery said the same thing; It 
was because I was in pretty good shape and was pretty strong that my 
injuries weren't worse and that I recovered so quickly. Strength and 
conditioning is now a permanent part of my life. It is the crucial 
component of my week which allows me to handle all things that come 
my way. When I make time for exercise it's the “me time” I need to treat 
myself right and get my mind focused. All worries and stresses get 
ironed out under the pull up bar or on the bike.
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When I was laid up and unable to move with a back brace on in early 
2015, it drove me stir crazy. All I was able to do was walk around the 
block and wonder how nice it would be to run or ride a bike. Maybe do a 
set of push ups or swing a kettle bell. I made the conscious choice to 
never be immobile again. As long as I'm alive, I'm moving. Influential 
strength coach Paul Chek released a series of videos on YouTube called 
“Movement as Medicine”. I thought it was a beautiful concept. Heal 
yourself through moving your body.

Choose Your Own Adventure

I consider myself a cyclist. I bought the road bike, I wear the kit. I have 
the clip-less shoes that attach to my pedals and I ride up steep gradients 
and descend at speeds approaching 50 mph. I love it. I could be 
addicted to drugs or gambling but my addiction is to suffering and 
adrenaline. I am not fast, not talented, not all that coordinated, not 
particularly athletic and have no hope of ever going pro. My only talent is 
that I am tenacious and in endurance sports that can be the most 
important trait. I don't quit. There is no off switch that I allow myself to hit 
even though sometimes I should. I am a nail.

It takes a certain type of person to do endurance sports. I won't 
recommend that everyone reading this spend two thousand dollars on a 
carbon road bike and dress in spandex (Hell, I still ride an aluminum 
bike) but if you have the means and most importantly the love, go for it.

Pick a sport, any sport. This is a choose your own adventure type of 
deal. Maybe it's a sport you did in high school that you enjoyed. Perhaps 
you have friends that run and you would like to join them. Pick 
SOMETHING. It doesn't matter if you have zero conditioning and get 
winded carrying groceries from your car. Pick an activity and get after it. 
Once you pick an activity, all of your training for doing that activity will 
follow suit. I believe that there are three main areas of training that most 
everyone should include in their practice:
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1. Strength Training
2. Flexibility/Mobility

3. Endurance or Sport Specific Training

For instance if you are a runner, you ought to have a solid stretching 
routine and add some deadlifts once a week. If you practice Brazilian Ju-
Jitsu you are probably already flexible and doing squats would make you 
even better on the mat. If you are a powerlifter or a gymnast you ought 
to try doing some swimming to train your cardiovascular system even 
more. Here is my take on all three of these areas:

Strength- The Mother Quality

There is no downside to being stronger. It's not just about being able to 
help move a couch. Even if your activity is seemingly unrelated to 
strength like running or cycling, you will become better at these activities 
with stronger muscles. Notice that I didn't say “bigger muscles” bigger 
and stronger are not mutually exclusive. Many people, especially 
females are afraid of lifting weights because they are afraid of getting 
big, bulky muscles. These people need to be educated on the 
differences between Hypertrophy and Strength Training.

Hypertrophy is a fancy word for “muscle building” and it is true that there 
is some crossover between getting strong and having bigger muscles. 
However, there are very stark differences in how you train for these 
specific goals. Hypertrophy training is high volume, doing 50-60% of 
your one rep max for sets lasting 8-12 reps. Hypertrophy training is 
popular amongst bodybuilders who are trying to gain size. It is common 
to train the specific muscle to failure and get a serious “pump” at your 
training session. The biggest difference in hypertrophy training is the 
diet. You make sure you eat MORE calories especially from protein 
sources so that your muscles fill with up with amino acids to build the 
muscle tissue. You want that insulin to send you into storage mode so 
that your lean tissue grows. Muscle size and quantity is the goal of 
hypertrophy training.
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Strength specific training is training your muscles to be more efficient 
and make the most of what you already have. You train heavier weights 
at lower volume, say 80-90% of your one rep max for 3-5 sets of 5 reps. 
Training to failure is not wise nor necessary. You are training your central 
nervous system to recruit more muscle to become better at a specific 
movement pattern. A calorie surplus is certainly helpful to increase 
strength significantly, but you can still lose weight and see good strength 
gains.The movements involved in strength training are compound 
movements like the squat, deadlift, bench press, overhead press and 
power clean. Since you don't train to failure, you feel awesome after a 
great strength session. Here's a great metaphor by strength guru Pavel 
Tsatsouline “Most people go to the gym with a four cylinder engine and 
they want to build it up to a six cylinder. What strength training does is 
teach you how to fire on all four cylinders so you get more out of what 
you have.” I can't think of a better way to describe the differences 
between hypertrophy and strength training.

With a good strength program, some hypertrophy will occur, but don't 
count on gaining more than a few pounds of muscle unless you are 
eating at a serious calorie surplus. You don't have to be bigger to get 
stronger. Look up Alexander Kang. He's a smaller dude, maybe 5'5 and 
145 lbs.. This guy has a 500 pound deadlift. I'm way bigger and I don't 
know if I have a 250 pound deadlift. That is a serious example of 
strength without bulk. Strength training is all about quality of muscle. The 
smart bodybuilders know this too and train for strength as well as 
hypertrophy. Arnold Schwarzenegger at 19 years old had a 600 pound 
deadlift in 1966 before he won his first Olympia. He knew that being 
strong was more important than just being big.

How will being stronger help you? The better question is how WON'T it 
help you? If you want to lose weight, a hungry muscle and stimulated 
central nervous system will burn more calories. Remember that your 
brain burns up a lot of your calories? Well strength training  ramps up 
your brain's calorie burning even more. Want to be a better runner? 
Deadlifts and squats get your legs stronger and build your muscular 
endurance so you can go longer. Same goes for cycling and swimming. 
Improved posture, better grip strength, stronger core. Most people need 
to be stronger and if they began a serious strength training regiment 
they would see tremendous benefits. Here's some great programs that 
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I've either used or studied:

Mark Rippetoe's Starting Strength- This book is awesome. The book 
teaches you proper barbell training for the squat, deadlift, bench press, 
overhead press and power clean. If the gym intimidates you and you 
don't know what to do this book teaches you proper form and how to 
make the most of your gym time. When I went to the gym, after a brief 
warm up I would walk straight to the squat rack and do my lifts. Pay a 
quick visit to the bench and get the F out. If I took longer than an hour 
then I took too long. SS is a no nonsense approach to strength training 
that gets you stronger in a safe and efficient manner.

Stronglifts 5x5- Similar to Starting Strength with the exception of no 
power clean and including the bent over row. The guy behind Stronglifts 
is a French guy named Mehdi who GIVES AWAY a free strength 
program. I respect that. This is the same program that was allegedly 
used by Schwarzenegger's hero Reg Park, an old school bodybuilder 
and action movie star. It's another great novice program.

Kettle bell training- I bought a 32 lb. Kettle bell in 2014 off of Craigslist 
for about $25. Ever since then, I've had a gym sitting in my home. If 
going to the gym is either inconvenient or intimidating then getting 
yourself a good kettle bell and some floor space will get you strong and 
fit. The mighty kettle bell swing, the snatch, the row and the Turkish get-
up which is quite possibly the single most useful exercise in the world 
next to the deadlift. Strength and conditioning in the palm of your hands. 
Pavel Tsatsouline is credited for bringing the kettle bell to the United 
States and he has several books and programs that may be of show you 
the way of the kettle bell. Steve Maxwell has this killer Spartan 300 
program that I've tried and it annihilates you. You can find loads of 
resources online and on YouTube. My one critique (and to be honest it 
might just be crappy technique) is that when you perform a snatch the 
bell can impact your wrist in an uncomfortable way. I recommend gloves 
and some wrist protection.

Calisthenics/body weight training- This is what I am currently doing. I 
stopped going to the gym and started going to the park. Remember, 
resistance is resistance whether it's with a barbell or with your 175 
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pound body. Push-ups, sit ups, pull ups and dips. The same exercises 
the Spartan soldiers of ancient Greece performed when they faced off 
with the Persian Empire. Although I still love the barbell deadlift I am 
very happy with my body weight program. The Pull up is a hard exercise 
for me, but it would be easier if I was stronger and lost ten pounds, so 
theres my motivation. The exercises like the L-Sit and Handstand are 
HARD. The gains are slow and the progress is incremental but the pride 
you feel from one tiny improvement and one slight progression is great. 
A common misconception is that you can't add weight to a given 
exercise without free weights but they couldn't be more wrong. If push 
ups are easy, do diamond push-ups. If diamonds are easy, elevate your 
feet. Add volume, put on a weighted vest, the progressions never end! 
The truth of the matter is that barbell training is far more gratifying in a 
shorter amount of time than bodyweight training. You can add ten 
pounds to the barbell every session but the planche push up can take a 
whole year of hard work for one move. But the quality of muscle and 
core strength is spectacular. You feel like every movement you do in day 
to day life is improved. You can look up r/bodyweightfitness on 
Reddit.com and look up the “recommended routine” there's a 
smartphone app you can use with it too. It's helped out my cycling a ton 
by improving my core strength and endurance in my arms from 
supporting my bodyweight on the handle bars.

Flexibility and Mobility

Basically how far and how well you can move. After I got into my bike 
accident the only thing I could do was walk around my neighborhood. 
Once the back brace was off it was all about getting my spine supple 
and flexible again. My physical therapy helped but the real secret was 
Yoga.

Yoga- I was never really flexible and I still can't get my heels to the 
ground in a downward dog. That said, I love Yoga and credit it with 
giving me my body back. Pigeon pose, down dog, child's pose, cat-
camels, warrior 1 and 2. It was okay that I wasn't flexible, every session 
was practice for getting my proprioception in order (getting to feel my 
limbs moving through space). If I'm sore from a workout then a good 
morning yoga session makes me feel limber and great. You can look up 
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“Yoga with Adriene” on YouTube for good beginner, intermediate and 
advanced yoga sessions. Yoga in itself can be considered a strength 
routine, a flexibility routine and even a sport all in one. I have massive 
respect for advanced Yoga practitioners. Namaste.

The problem with being a cyclist is that we get stuck in movement 
patterns and we tend to develop over-use injuries from being hunched 
over our handle bars for long periods of time. That's why having a solid 
stretching routine is important for me. Running is very popular and 
runners can be very prone to overuse injuries from the constant impact 
their bodies receive with every stride. This is especially important for the 
over 30 crowd whose bodies can't just take a beating and bounce back 
no problem. These stretches can be done before and after your 
workouts;

Dynamic stretches- Which take your muscles and limbs through ranges 
of motion like leg swings and full body circles. These are recommended 
for before your activity to get the working muscles prepared for the work 
ahead.
Static stretches- The traditional stretches where you hold for 30 
seconds like cherry pickers or toe touches. Best for after a workout to 
remove lactic acid build up and reduce next day soreness.

There are loads of flexibility and mobility resources online. Don't neglect 
your warm-ups and stretches or you may be getting into a world of pain.

Endurance or Sport Specific Training

It may seem obvious, but to get better at the thing you want to do you 
must always do “the thing”. Want to be a better cyclist? Build up those 
base miles and ride your damn bike. Building up your conditioning and 
your cardiovascular system has benefits in overall mood improvement 
and improving transport of your nutrients in your bloodstream.

There is a problem with hard endurance training while you’re reducing 
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your carbohydrate intake. Doing an intense exercise burns up your 
glycogen stores quickly and leaves you hungry for more sugar. A long, 
hard effort releases a heavy dose of cortisol and stimulates your 
sympathetic nervous system. This leads to pounding out a carb heavy 
bar or gel to keep the effort going. This is at odds with the dietary portion 
of this book, so what’s the solution?

MAF Training

The solution is to train with an aerobic emphasis and to limit anaerobic 
activity. As you may know, training aerobically uses oxygen and fat as 
your main fuel source. A short, very hard effort is the definition of 
anaerobic training, which doesn’t use oxygen and burns mainly 
glycogen. Every exercise you do is a mix of the two systems of aerobic 
and anaerobic, the percentage of which varies depending on your 
intensity. If your emphasis is on fat loss, and I assume it is if you’re 
reading this, then training as aerobically as possible is your best bet to 
burn off the most amount of fat and not rely on carbs to fuel your 
workout.

Dr. Phil Maffetone is credited with finding the most efficient way to train 
the aerobic system in endurance athletes. This is called Maximum 
Aerobic Function or MAF training. The way you train this way is 
alarmingly simple. Take 180 - your age = MAF heart rate. I just turned 
37 as I write this so my MAF heart rate is 143. I get a heart rate monitor 
and don’t allow my heart rate to go much above 143. If my HR starts 
creeping above 149 a beep goes off and I slow it down. The idea is not 
to go fast to get a personal record on every training run or to beat your 
competition. The idea is to build a better and more efficient aerobic 
system that is able to produce better results with the same amount of 
effort. 

Warning: this will feel embarrassingly slow. Especially if you’re 
already pretty fit. If your a noobie, you may actually really enjoy it 
because you probably won’t be beating yourself up every workout. 
Depending on your fitness level, you will pick up a light sweat and still be 
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able to hold a conversation. The pace will be almost leisurely and you 
will finish without feeling like you need to crumple into a heap on your 
couch. Some people are of the mindset that if they are not killing 
themselves every workout then they are not truly “working out” Consider 
this, your training should be a practice, not a performance. Don’t “work 
out” the term signifies beating yourself up. You are more likely to 
maintain a movement practice if you are training your body to improve 
output over a period of time.

Consider two male athletes running the Boston Marathon. At mile 13 
they are neck and neck. They are the same age and similar build. They 
have both been training and are in the elite status of runners (you need 
about a 3 hour marathon time to qualify for Boston). Athlete A has a 
heart rate of 170 BPM and athlete B has a heart rate of 135 BPM. Who’s 
more likely to win? The guy who’s working less hard for the same 
results, athlete B. Athlete A might still win, but he’s going to beat himself 
up pretty bad on the way there.

To start MAF training simply put on your running shoes (this works for 
cycling and other endurance sports as well), get a decent heart rate 
monitor and find a fixed course like a track. Calculate your MAF heart 
rate and keep your HR at this number for the duration of your workout. If 
the course you are on is say, three miles or a 5k then what should 
happen is you improve your time over the course of weeks and months. 
You are not trying to set a world record or compete with anyone else, 
you are simply doing more with what you already have. Do this several 
times a week and look for steady, gradual improvement. Don’t push 
yourself and make sure you are fully rested and refreshed for each 
training session. Caveat: If you are on medication and recovering from 
an illness, minus 10 from your MAF heart rate.

MAF training has the following benefits:

1. Injury prevention- You are less likely to injury yourself and overtrain 
like many endurance athletes who do too much too soon. You should be 
able to work a full day after a 30-60 minute MAF session with no 
problem.
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2. Fat adaptation- Since you are emphasizing your aerobic system and 
not spiking your HR, you will be using fat as your primary fuel. Our goal 
is the to burn the most fat we can without hurting ourselves and I have 
found the MAF protocol to be very effective.

3. It’s universal- High intensity interval training gets a lot of attention as 
a fat burning tool and with good reason. There are benefits to adding 
intervals to your workout after you have built a strong aerobic base. 
However, are you sure that you can handle a killer HIIT session without 
winding up in the hospital? I don’t know your specific health situation and 
I wouldn’t not advise someone in very poor health to run 30/60 second 
work/rest intervals at all out efforts for 20 minutes. MAF training is very 
individualized and safe for everyone who can get up and move from the 
experienced runner to the newly inspired couch potato.

You may be thinking, “180- my age isn’t very scientific” and you have a 
good point. If you spent the money on all the expensive lab equipment to 
find out the exact heart rate you need to train at to train at your 
maximum aerobic rate, you might get a different number. You can look 
into all the scientific research, but the MAF equation is simple enough 
and has enough credit from professional endurance athletes like Mark 
Allen for me to sell me on it. I have seen steady increases in my running 
efficiency from an 11:30 min./mile to a 9 min./mile over the course of a 
few months. Same heart rate, same distance, but better results. Try it for 
8 weeks and see for yourself how you like MAF training.

You may not be an endurance athlete at all. Your sport might actually be 
bodybuilding. In that case MAF training will probably be a component to 
your cutting phase. Configure the three elements of strength training, 
mobility and endurance to fit your goals and enjoy your program. A gym 
and a personal trainer may be necessary for some goals but don't think 
that these are your only options. New media is giving power to the 
people and making it easier to find good online coaching.

I won't give you an exhaustive list of all the workouts you could do. Just 
go out and pursue your movement muse. I believe that all movement is 
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good be it crossfit, bellydancing, running, hula hoop dancing for foreign 
businessmen or Prancercising (Look up that last one for a good laugh).

Here is my training split. My workout window is 6 AM to 8 AM except for 
Sundays.

Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun
BWF 
(body 
weight 
fitness)

MAF 
run BWF MAF 

bike ride BWF
Day off 
or light 
Yoga

Long 
bike ride 
if 
possible

This is an ideal week. If I'm too tired to get up on a Tuesday or Thursday 
I'll take the morning off. Sunday is a family day and I can't always 
accommodate a five hour training session. The one thing that is non 
negotiable is the body weight strength routine. It's my health insurance 
policy and every session is an investment in the improvement of my life. 
Even if I can't get on my bike because I'm too busy, staying strong will 
ensure that I won't backslide too far in my progress. Muscular stimulation 
throughout the week ensures that when I'm losing weight I am 
preserving and maintaining precious lean body tissue, which is perhaps 
the most important reason to add exercise into your weight loss routine.
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Part 4. Strategies and 
Implementation

“Adapt what is useful, reject 
what is useless and add 

specifically what is your own”
-Bruce Lee

So far we have armed you with information on hormones, food and 
exercise. Now let's get to where the rubber meets the road! But first, let's 
not neglect some very important factors that contribute to you health 
goals.

Contributing Factors

Water- For a few years now I have made it a habit upon waking to down 
16-32 oz. of cold water. After that, I drink 32 oz. throughout the day at 
work and then I shoot for another 32 oz. once I get home for dinner. 
80-100 ounces of water daily and I don't drink much else. Why this 
much? For healthy metabolic function you should shoot for drinking half 
your body weight in pounds in ounces of water daily. This is important 
and not enough people remember to stay hydrated. Your pee should be 
clear throughout the day and at first it will seem like you can't stop 
peeing. That's alright, deal with the slight inconvenience and know that 
you are creating an internal environment that will contribute to your 
overall health. You shouldn't feel thirsty during the day. Many times when 
your body is sending hunger signals to your brain you are actually 
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thirsty. This is a big advantage in fighting food cravings and temptation.
It should be noted that you CAN drink too much water. There is a 
condition called hyponatremia where your kidneys cannot process the 
amount of water you are taking in. I've never experienced this myself 
and I recommend not using fear of hyponatremia as an excuse to not 
drink enough water. Take a large water tumbler or thermos and drink 
away.

Sleep- Sleep is magical. Getting a good 6-8 hours of uninterrupted sleep 
a night will improve your weight loss and overall quality of life. Guard 
and prioritize your sleep and do everything you can to ensure that you 
knock out at the same time every night. This was very hard for me to 
incorporate being a night owl and a musician who often played late night 
gigs. I had to make incremental changes little by little to start sleeping 
earlier and with better quality. Limiting my smartphone time (aren't we all 
guilty of this?) winding down with a low light and a good book and 
making sure my activities throughout the day exhaust me to the point 
where I'm ready for sleep by 10 PM. It's not easy and I still struggle to 
make myself sleep earlier but I never regret it the next morning. Sleep is 
the ultimate Yin activity you can give yourself to allow your body to heal 
and recovery from exercise and stress. All the nutrients you take in 
during the day get absorbed the most when you sleep. Best of all, 
hormones like GH, testosterone(even in women) get released at night to 
promote healthy muscle growth and hence more fat loss. Paul Chek has 
written much about “The Last 4 Doctors You Will Ever Need”. These are 
Dr. Quiet, Dr. Diet, Dr. Movement and Dr. Happy. Chek says that the 
primary physician is Dr. Quiet and without getting your rest together you 
won't be able to get much accomplished. As you lose weight you will 
also notice that you are lightest in the morning after a good nights sleep. 
What's not to like about that?

Salt- I don't do much to limit my salt intake. Unless you have a special 
health condition that limits your sodium intake, I wouldn't worry too much 
about it. I eat a lot of soups that often are high in sodium but haven't 
experienced any negative effects apart from some temporary bloating. 
The truth is that you need salt. Salt is necessary for proper metabolic 
function. When endurance athletes cramp up many of them take pickle 
juice with them to relieve the muscle cramp. Like most things, quality 
and moderation matters and I like using Himalayan pink salt and sea salt 
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to taste and try not to overdo it.

Coffee- I have recently changed my opinion about coffee. I'm writing this 
in February 2016 and since the beginning of the year I have enjoyed a 
cup of homemade high quality coffee every morning. I love it and the 
process of making it at home is almost meditative for me. The problem 
many people have with caffeine consumption often times has to do with 
the quality of coffee and what your mixing it with. Low quality coffee 
often contains mycotoxins (mold) which causes inflammation and harsh 
caffeine crashes. Yes, even your local big chain like Starbucks can sell 
you a burned cup of moldy coffee. The way I feel after having a fresh 
cup of Jose's organic coffee I made at home is way different than after 
having the regular Pikes Peak roast at the corner Starbucks. The 
adrenal fatigue many people experience is due to an overconsumption 
of low quality caffeine on a daily basis, especially when flavored with 
sugar and dairy. I drink my coffee either black or with grass fed butter 
and coconut oil. Coffee is loaded with antioxidants and is a no-calorie 
liquid superfood. Choose high quality and make it yourself if you are a 
dedicated coffee drinker.

Supplements and multivitamins- Supplements are a deep and 
expensive rabbit hole. There's a lot of information out there about what 
you should and shouldn't take. In general, I think much of it is bull. In the 
spirit of stoicism I leave my supplements to a bare minimum. I take a 
BCAA (branch chain amino acid) powder maybe once a day and that's it. 
I have a whole foods multivitamin but I hardly ever take it. I lost my first 
fifty pounds using no supplements at all and I only use the BCAA's now 
to help maintain my muscle tissue, if I run out then it's not the end of the 
world. Many very credible sources say that you should at least take a 
Vitamin D or a Magnesium supplement. I don't and my blood work looks 
good and I feel great every day. Fat burners, creatine, protein powders 
are all up to you to take but they won't help you burn fat nearly as much 
as a solid eating plan. I experimented with a green tea fat burning pill a 
few months ago and didn't lose any weight. The placebo effect of 
thinking that the fat burning pill was helping me out and hence I slacked 
too much on my diet. My fault, but all subsequent weight loss has been 
without anything other than the BCAA's and good food.
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Alcohol- I'm not much of a drinker but here's my two cents. Alcohol is 
technically the fourth Macronutrient but you can probably see why it's not 
a good source of calories. Beer is loaded with carbohydrates and I've 
had loads of friends who eat very clean but still had beer guts due to 
their nightly Bud Light habit. Save it for cheat days and special 
occasions. I've read conflicting opinions on the health benefits of one 
glass of red wine a night. All in all, a little wine shouldn't hurt you too 
badly. If you have serious problems with alcohol, this book will not be 
much help to you. Seek professional help for any alcohol problems you 
may be experiencing.

Smoking- If you are interested in pursuing a new, healthy lifestyle then I 
would make sure you first kick any nicotine habit you might be carrying 
around. I don't know anyone who smokes and thinks that it's a good 
thing. The health risks are well documented and I really don't need to go 
into them.

Recreational drugs and medication- Once again, I don't really partake 
and haven't in years. It seems that more and more every year marijuana 
is coming in to greater acceptance in all circles, the fitness community 
as well. I have cyclist friends who smoke a j and then proceed to crush it 
on their road bike. I would assume that if I used recreational marijuana 
then it would put my limbic brain in the drivers seat to override my 
neocortex and send my eating discretion out of control. “The Munchies” 
as it is known. Of course in terms of other medication please use your 
own discretion and some goddamn common sense. Any harder drugs 
such as methamphetamine, cocaine and heroin are not recommended 
as I'm sure you would guess.

Elimination- Hooray, the TMI portion of this book! I crap once a day 
around 9 AM. I always look of firm stool totaling in about 12 inches in 
length. If I crapped this out around this time of the day then it means I 
ate enough fiber and had the right amount of food the day before. If I ate 
poorly the day before then none of these factors are consistent. Alarm 
bells go off if I miss a crap, take more than one or if there are any 
inconsistencies in the shape of the stool. It may seem a little over the top 
to make mental notes of your bowel movements but it makes total 
sense. The food you ate got processed by your body, the nutrients were 
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taken out and the remainder gets flushed away. The circle of life. Your 
stool is an indication of whether or not what you're eating is working for 
your body and you should pay mind to it. As far as pee, I will go about 
seven times a day and I shoot for clear, watery pee to make sure I'm 
properly hydrated.

The Over-Fueled Truck Analogy

I've referred several times to your body being your primary vehicle. Let's 
take a look at your secondary vehicle, say your truck. My 2006 Toyota 
Tundra gets about 17 miles per gallon. Not great, but it's a 4.6 liter V.8. 
In any case, I fill up once maybe every two weeks to get me where I 
need to go and once the tank is near empty, I fill up again. Imagine you 
stop by the gas station and fill up your tank and then you drive it for 5 
miles, stop and fill it up again at the next station. A waste of resources, 
right? Well, what if we continue this process over and over again? Your 
gas tank would overfill and gasoline would spill out. That's why there are 
valve cut off switches on gas station nozzles, but not on the human 
body.

What’s funny is, this is how many people eat. They top off their fuel 
stores, use only a fraction of the energy and then fill up again. The 
principle difference is that humans have evolved extra storage tanks, 
your body fat cells. These extra fuel tanks just keep pilling up and piling 
up energy until we run into health problems because we carry around all 
this extra energy. We need to learn about our fuel economy and when 
we can deplete our primary fuel tank (liver and muscle glycogen) and tap 
into our spare gas tanks (fat cells).

What we need is good old T.O.E. A term coined by my friend Rick called 
“Time on Empty”. If we carry around excess body fat then we need to 
deplete our main gas tank and little by little start using our spare gas 
tanks. Sipping away at that energy and using it to fuel us. T.O.E is the 
secret to consistent, sustained fat loss. How do we start getting some 
T.O.E into our lives? The solution is Intermitted fasting.
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I.F.- Your Fat Burning Ally

Intermittent fasting has caught on in recent years and has become 
popular in many facets of  the fitness community. There are many kinds 
of fasting; Reducing calories to 500 for one day a week, The Warrior 
diet, Leangains. These fasting approaches are whole schools of thought 
with their own rules and regulations for what counts as being truly “in the 
program” but you know me, I like to take the information needed and 
leave out the rest. Here's what I stole from the leangains eating 
approach:

8 hour eating window followed by a 16 hour fasting window every 
day.

That's it. You take in no calories for sixteen hours (this includes sleep) 
and during your eight hour eating window you take in all of your calories. 
I eat only two meals a day. The fasting window is when you burn up your 
glycogen and tap into your fat stores. The eating window is when your 
replenish your energy with the right kinds of nutrient-dense foods and 
then the process starts again once your fasting window begins. This is 
how I lost over 50 lbs. In 6 months and how I've continued to keep it off.

Here's what my eating and fasting windows look like:

9 PM- Stop eating, stop taking in calories and start getting ready for bed.
11 PM-7AM- Wake up, exercise fasted. Black coffee and water only. Go 
about my day.
9AM-1PM- Stay alert, handle business. Counter any ghrelin visits with 
water and common sense.
1PM- Eat first meal. Usually a Kale and tuna salad with mixed nuts, 
around 1,000 calories. Finish my day feeling nice and satisfied.
8PM- Go home and eat second meal. Typically a protein with vegetables 
or a soup. If I eat carbs, its after dinner as I will explain later. 1,000 
calories or so.
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9PM- Stop eating, process starts again.

This is the way I eat and I have done so consistently for over two years. 
Weekends can be tricky but I usually find a way to make it work. I do eat 
breakfast on Sundays before a long bike ride or a long run. If I break fast 
too soon then I don't beat myself up over it and try again the next day. I 
always want to eat this way and I really don't ever see myself stopping 
this pattern. It's efficient. It works. It is the only thing that has gotten me 
to look the way I want to look physically and perform optimally.

“It can't be that simple”
Oh, but it is. Glycogen and fat are burned while I sleep, when I train 
fasted and just going about my daily life. Once I eat, I give my body what 
it needs to function optimally and then I stop eating once my energy 
needs are taken care of. When you tell people about this they will have a 
lot of doubts and will spew out tons of contrary information that they 
have heard but probably haven't tested out themselves. “You are 
starving yourself.” “I heard you are supposed to eat 8 small meals 
throughout the day to boost your metabolism.” “What about your poor 
METABOLISM!”

No one I have talked to who has said any of the above statements 
knows about what ketones and what ketosis is. Your metabolism can be 
trained to burn different energy sources and you can hack your 
metabolism to function optimally on no food for prolonged periods of 
time through understanding Ketosis.

Ketosis is Key- Your 4th Energy Source

It's in vogue to talk about “Paleo” and “Primal” eating. Eating natural and 
whole foods that the body can easily process and digest. I'm all on board 
but you know what is never mentioned in all this “Paleo-speak”? Having 
a readily available food source at all times is totally unnatural. Our 
ancestors survived on the scantest of fair and sometimes ate only once 
a week. Maybe feasted on meat once a month? Killed one Woolly 
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Mammoth a year so the tribe could survive the winter. It was tough living, 
yet the species survived and became the most successful creatures to 
populate the earth since the dinosaurs. We are survival machines. We 
were made to fast. Fasting is culturally present in many places on earth 
and can be found in religions such as Islam and Christianity.

What pulled our ancestors through times of low energy intake was 
entering a state of ketosis. Ketosis is a state where the body is using fat 
for fuel instead of carbohydrates. Once a lack of sugar or a general lack 
of food is present in the body the liver releases ketones which can be 
used for energy in the place of sugar. This is the bodies defense 
mechanism against times of low energy input. It's the survival 
mechanism that most people in first world countries don't use, but it's 
there deep in our DNA.

Two things must occur in order to enter a state of Ketosis:
1. Blood sugar is low enough
2. Glycogen is depleted from the liver

So when you feel a little hungry (ghrelin pays a visit) then congrats, you 
could be entering a state of ketosis where your body will burn fat for fuel! 
Sip some water, tell your limbic brain to sit down and shut up and wait it 
out until your eating window opens.

Is it scary from the outside looking in? Yes, but inform yourself before 
you pass judgement. I don't starve myself and I never have. I 
strategically time my meals to optimally reach my goals. I treat my 
primary vehicle like my secondary vehicle. I fuel up, use the fuel and 
refuel as needed. It’s simple and it works.

Is it for everybody? No, I would not advise absolutely everyone to eat 
this way. Women and Diabetics should pay extra care due to their 
unique metabolic needs. You can honestly get great results with just 
eating less carbohydrates and sugar and getting most of your calories 
from quality fats and protein. Try a “junk food fast” first. Just stop eating 
crap and you’ll see results.
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That said, I.F. puts me in the fat loss fast lane and it could work for you. I 
suggest you try it and see how you feel. Understand that your body fat is 
fuel that your body hasn't really adapted to using it for energy. It won't be 
the most comfortable situation at first but your body is really good at 
adaptation. I have adapted to this way of eating and my body know how 
to burn fat while I'm sitting down watching T.V. or driving to work.

There is something out there called “The keto flu” that you may 
experience. I don't remember having to go through it but it manifests 
itself in headaches, fatigue and dizziness in some carbohydrate-
dependent people while adapting to being in a state of ketosis. You can 
get around it by easing into it with a 12 hour fasting window and then 
build up from there. I started by skipping breakfast, drinking loads of 
water and getting my body to become used to eating later in the day. 
The pounds fell off almost immediately. Once you learn to become keto 
adapted by lowering carbohydrates and fasting it's quite easy to keep 
the ball rolling.

Plan Your Meals in Advance

I try to never ask the question, “What am I going to eat today?” I either 
make my meals or have a good eating option for lunch and dinner 
planned. On Sunday evening I spend an hour on meal prep. It's boring 
and inconvenient but not as inconvenient as finally being in my eating 
window and rushing to go get a cheeseburger. I eat the same thing 
every day I work. My wife calls it my “boring salad” but I don't care. I love 
it and my body craves it after my fast. Here's how I make it:
-In one medium sized tupperware container I put two tablespoons of 
apple cider vinegar
-1 whole tomato chopped
-1 half of an avocado
-2 hard-boiled organic eggs
-1 can of wild caught salmon
-1 handful of kale or mixed greens.
I take it to work and shake that bad boy up and chow down. After two 
minutes of ravenous eating I eat a small bag of unsalted mixed nuts 
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(about ½ a cup) and let the satisfying leptin flow. If I'm falling behind on 
my weight loss goals or I ate too many carbs the night before I'll take a 
whole avocado to work that's been sliced in half and just eat that for 
lunch.

Our home made dinners include salmon Caesar salad (my favorite), 
slow carb chili with grass fed beef, organic chicken and veggie soup or 
chicken breast with mixed vegetables.

Here's some alternate lunches and dinners that I'll have when I eat out:
-Subway chopped salad with all veggies and double chicken breast. 
Never get a sandwich from Subway. The veggies are suspect in origin, 
but it works in a pinch and it's only about $5.
-Wonton and veggie soup from the local Chinese food place. Soups in 
general are good but avoid noodles.
-Portos house salad with no cheese and a black bean soup. Loads of fat 
and tasty.
-Chipotle chicken burrito bowl, NO RICE. Black beans, no cheese and 
loads of veggies. Guacamole as a bonus too.
-Vons deli six dollar meal deal. You get two sides and an entree. I go for 
salmon and the kale superfood side and the broccoli salad.
-Costco chicken Caesar salad from the food court. This is really my least 
favorite choice because all the contents are lower quality but it works 
when it's a Costco trip night and my eating window is closing.
-Any variation on a soup or salad from a place with decent options. It's 
important to note that I do cut loose and eat whatever I want on special 
occasions and if my diet is generally dialed in. It's all about making 
smarter choices and eating with your goals in mind.

I.F. Hack-Carb Backloading

I have mentioned several times that I “strategically eat” carbohydrates. 
This is what I mean. If I do eat carbs I eat them in the evening after my 
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dinner. This will vary with how I feel and how many calories I took in that 
day, remember the goal of 100 grams of carbs and 10 grams of 
sugar. I don't go overboard and aim to limit anything that will spike my 
insulin to too high a level.
The approved list of carb backloading foods. Choose one:
-Handful of blueberries
-Three strawberries
-Beans (black, garbanzo or kidney beans)
-small sweet potato
-half a banana
-a cup of brown rice
-a cup of almond milk
-a few bricks of dark chocolate (yum)
Not necessarily approved, save it for special occasions:
-A few spoonfuls of peanut butter. I hate to say this because I love 
peanut butter but I can't seem to lose weight when I eat it. If it's in the 
house, I can raise up my calorie intake in no time. It's better to have 
none of it.
-Candy and sweets. Once again, the scale doesn't budge if I have a few 
peanut butter cups or a snickers fun size bite. It's that insulin spike that 
puts me into storage mode.
-Any high GI carbs. White potatoes, bread, pasta and starch. These 
guys got you fat in the first place and your body will respond to it with, 
“Oh, we're doing THAT again. Yum, gimme more!” and before you know 
it you'll consume 2,000 calories of carbs in one setting. I've done it 
before and it's dangerous territory, stay away.

“But taking in ANY carbs puts me out of precious ketosis!”
Keto purists will not agree with taking in any carbs at all, even at night. 
Remember that we are after sustainability first and foremost and eating 
your carbs later in the evening can help you rest better at night, refill 
your main gas tank a little and leave you not feeling “carb hangry”. It's 
helped me get through a rough day by having that small sugar reward at 
the end even if it puts me out of ketosis. Carb backloading is also helpful 
to get insulin to work FOR you instead of against you. Insulin transports 
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the food you took in to your cells. So that salmon salad with vegetables 
that I had before my dark chocolate gets delivered right to my tissue due 
to the rise in insulin. I follow that up with a restful nights sleep where my 
body replenishes itself and all the positive anabolic procedures take 
place like muscle building and tissue repair. I wake up the next day fully 
refreshed and deplete my glycogen through the day. When ghrelin pops 
in I know that I'm burning fat and then I eat a good, low GI lunch. I'm still 
burning fat until dinner and then if I feel like it I'll carb backload. If 
progress in weight loss stalls, I eliminate carb backloading and more 
closely monitor my calories and that usually gets things going again. 
From time to time I'll go up to a week with no carb backloading.

Special note: I’ve been recently informed that true carb backloading is 
what endurance athletes do the day before a marathon by eating three 
bowls of spaghetti and loading up on 700 grams of carbs. NOT 
ADVISABLE. It would be more accurate to call my version of carb 
backloading as “carb back-drizzling” or something equally lame. Try to 
keep your daily intake of carbs to around 100 grams and you’ll be good.

The Bulletproof Option

Early in 2016 after I had already lost 50 lbs. With intermittent fasting and 
a low carb approach I went to the library and picked up a copy of Dave 
Aspreys book “The Bulletproof Diet”. I was pleasantly surprised to find 
that his approach to food was already aligned in many ways with mine. 
Low GI carbs and plenty of good fat and moderate calories. He even 
promoted fasting! The principle difference is that he promotes more of a 
“micro-fast” by supplementing your morning black coffee with 
“bulletproof coffee” This is high quality coffee complimented with grass 
fed butter and MCT oil (a more potent form of coconut oil)
At first I was skeptical. I then started experimenting with grass fed butter 
with coffee and then started using coconut oil in it too. I really like it and 
have instilled it into my daily routine. It is more calories but the idea is 
that you are not spiking your insulin in the morning with high GI carbs 
and adding fat to your morning routine which will kickstart your 
metabolism and send you into high performance mode. It worked very 
quickly for me. I dropped the holiday weight in only a couple of weeks 
and it got me motivated to write this book. Asprey recommends using his 
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own brand of bulletproof coffee and sells his own brand of MCT oil. I use 
neither and instead use Jose's organic coffee that I seal in an airtight 
container. I make a big pot of coffee and throw 2 tablespoons of grass 
fed butter and two tablespoons of  coconut oil into a blender and mix it 
all up. The result is a creamy delicious coffee drink that I share with my 
wife. This is a good option for those of you who don't like the feeling of 
an empty stomach in the first part of your day. Asprey recommends that 
you can go even longer in your fasting window, 18/6 versus the regular 
16/8. I find this to be reasonable and I feel comfortable extending to an 
18 hour fasting window once I have my butter coffee.
I will mention that although it is not purely a fasting approach, if it works 
and gets results then use it. I hold no allegiance to Leangains or Keto or 
even Bulletproof Dieting. I just use what works for me. If butter coffee 
stops working for me then I will ditch it and try something else. I suggest 
you experiment with what works for you and what gets you the best 
results.

Results vs. Practicality

If you want results with your weight loss program then you have to be 
realistic about your ability to follow through with it. Crash dieting gets 
quick results, you lose weight quickly with one month of intense cardio 
and calorie restriction of less than 1K calories a day. You will lose weight 
and be miserable and in all likelihood gain it back as soon as you 
resume your normal routine. Any married people familiar with this 
scenario leading up to the big day? Stop doing weight loss this way. 
Stop paying for powders and microwave low calorie food. It doesn't work 
as well as a practical plan that you can follow through with.

With a practical eating approach you can expect to lose a pound a week 
on average. Sometimes more, sometimes less. This is sustainable, 
practical and the only way you see former fatties like me stay lean in the 
long run. Once I hit 185, I was happy with my results and slacked on my 
progress. In writing this book I was seeking to get down to 165 at about 
10% body fat to show you the reader what is possible with sustained and 
simple common sense eating habits.
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Fasted Cardio in the Morning

This is like extra credit. Going on a brisk little MAF run will burn up any 
remaining glycogen from the night before. Just remember to take it easy 
and don't push it too hard. Being on an empty stomach doesn't equal 
optimal performance so don't go doing a marathon. You can start out 
with just walking for 30-60 minutes and get some good work done. I also 
train bodyweight three times a week in the morning. Even when I did 
barbell training in the gym I would do it late into my fasting window. I 
treated it like earning my lunch. As with anything, use your feelings as a 
guide.

Environmental Controls

If you have a goal to achieve the best thing you can do is set up your 
environment to facilitate that goal. If you have a Youtube account, 
subscribe to fitness channels that support you and what you wish to 
achieve. Facebook, Pinterest, Reddit, Instagram and any social media 
has options to follow pages and subscribe to content that is fitness and 
health based. I unfollowed most biased news sources and stopped 
following goofy and unproductive subreddit accounts when I decided to 
take my health seriously. What did I lose? I lost the novelty of 
encountering a new or funny internet meme before everyone else. 
Chances are, the new hottest thing on Reddit will be on Facebook or 
Buzzfeed two days later. You won't die if you're not the first to know 
about it. What did I gain? Time. Social media can be a time leech. You 
will be surprised at the things you can accomplish when you cut back on 
it. I will do a week long Facebook fast every now and then and I really 
enjoy the perspective it gives me. It makes me realize that clicking on 
that “F” on my phone was instinctual and was a blind addiction that I 
had. I had to catch myself a lot when my thumb jumped right to it. After a 
week off of Facebook, the world didn't end. Everything was fine and 
anything worth knowing was texted to me by friends or relayed to me by 
my wife. It was all good. On my phone, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram 
and FB Messenger are designated to a folder on the third page called 
“Shouldn't you be doing something better with your time?” It's a reminder 
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to me that when I go into one of those apps that I am making a 
conscious choice to kill time. Killing time to unwind is perfectly normal to 
do, I just like the reminder that I am doing it by choice. On my front page 
of my phone are apps like Kindle, Stitcher (for podcasts), Calm 
(meditation) and My Fitness Pal. Just stuff that is constructive towards 
my goals.

You should take care to surround yourself with people that support your 
goals. I connect more with health-conscious friends more than those 
with unhealthy habits. If any of my friends or family mention that I'm 
losing too much weight or that I'm “starving myself” then I kindly put 
them on hold and limit my time with them. This is going to be hard for 
some people, especially if you are in a close relationship with someone 
who is not supportive of your new lifestyle choices. Remember that 
anyone who truly loves you only wants the best for you and should 
support a healthier, better you. Some people will see you lose weight 
and throw negative comments your way because when someone they 
know makes a positive change it holds a mirror up to themselves and 
their own habits. Years ago I read a book called “The 4 Agreements”. I 
highly recommend it. It's a short read and there are valuable things in it. 
One of the agreements is “Don't take anything anyone ever says about 
you personally.” I remember this as I go through life whether the 
feedback is good or bad. If someone pays me a compliment, I 
acknowledge it, tell them I appreciate it and internalize it. I don't base my 
whole self-esteem upon one persons perception of me because if they 
see something positive within me, it's still not a picture of the whole me. 
It's just their perception of me. Everyone out here in the world is dealing 
with their own bubble of reality and creating a world as they see fit. If 
someone gives me an insult or a slight, I take it into account and 
remember that they are dealing with their own version of the world. I 
take it with a grain of salt and consider the source. Are they someone 
who I value and admire? Are they living their own life in a way that I wish 
to emulate? This is critical in taking into account someones criticism of 
you. Arm yourself because the last thing some people want out of you is 
to redefine yourself. To redefine yourself is to change someones world a 
tiny bit and not everyone is comfortable with change. Everyone is on 
their own path, but it is very helpful to surround yourself with people on a 
similar path as your own.

Write Down Your Goals
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I'm serious here. I can divide the people that will succeed and will fail at 
implementing the contents of this book to those willing to put their goals 
in writing and those that aren't willing to do so. Do it. Whether or not you 
believe the hype behind successful dream creation ala “The Secret” or 
any other real or perceived mumbo jumbo, just write down your goals 
and they are far more likely to become your reality. One of my most 
prized possessions is an old ratty notebook from 2013 with all the pages 
either falling out or bent. In it I write all my goals and all my training plans 
in regards to cycling and fitness. I write my weekly update on my weight 
as compared to my goal weight and my total inches that I measure with 
a measuring tape. If I slip and cheat then I write about what I did wrong 
and how I can prevent failure in the future. When I flip back to the 
beginning of it I see all my struggles and all my successes. I see the first 
time I got below 200 lbs as an adult, my training plan for my first century 
bike ride (100 miles in a single day). It's all there for me to see and look 
back upon. Be it a word document or on the note app on your phone or a 
physical notebook (preferred) write out your weight loss goal.

The S.M.A.R.T Model of Goal Setting

Once you've set yourself apart from the rest of the crowd who won't 
make it and decide to write out your weight loss goals the next step is to 
make your success fool proof. I find that if your goals meet the the 
criteria of S.M.A.R.T goal setting then you are far more likely to achieve 
them. Here's the rundown:

-Specific
-Measurable
-Action-Oriented
-Realistic
-Time and Resource Constrained

If your goals don't meet the above criteria then consider those goals little 
more then wishful thinking. Remember this the next time you set a New 
Years resolution. The fact that most people don't outline their goals in 
this kind of detail means that year round gym rats will still be able to find 
an unoccupied squat rack from February 14th to December 31st. Let's 
look at each of the elements:
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Specific- “Get into shape” is too vague. “Get a six pack” is honest and 
may work for you but it was never enough motivation for me. My charm 
and personality is attractive enough, just ask my wife. No, my goal was 
“10% body fat with muscular symmetry”. I am not a body builder or 
fitness model so any less than 10% is not necessary or even all that 
healthy. If you get sick then you will need that 10% body fat to keep you 
alive. For females, 15% is about the equivalent of 10% for males. This 
isn't sexist, it's just genetics. Trust me, 10-15% looks good enough for 
just about anybody. Abs are present and you have an athletic and lean 
look. I included “muscular symmetry” because having a lean athletic look 
would dictate that I include resistance training and not cheat by using fat 
burning pills and meth. My early estimation in early 2014 was that 175 
lbs. Was going to put me at 10% just based on eyeballing myself and 
over estimating my muscle mass. I started at 215 lbs. And I got down to 
about 180ish and said “good enough” in mid 2014. On September 3rd 
2015 I decided to get a DXA scan on my body composition and found 
out the real specifics.
 
This scan is about as brutally honest as you can get. I paid $45 to get it 
done on which is a steal. It was done on a mobile van and was quick 
and painless. I was optimistic in saying that I was 188 on the sign up 
date but I was more like 193 after lunch (whoops). What you see is what 
you get. 26.1% body fat. I was carrying around 50 lbs. of body fat and 
136 lbs of lean muscle and organs. Bone mineral content of 6.5 lbs 
which combined with my lean body mass would be about 143 lbs. 
Simple math would dictate that every 2 pounds of fat would equal about 
1% of my body fat composition. 160 lbs= 10% body fat. I was optimistic 
that I could increase my bone mineral content a bit by taking in more 
calcium and doing load bearing exercise plus increase my muscle mass 
a little with weight training even while cutting. I gave myself a 165 lb. 
goal and said that would be lean enough.

Additionally, my motivation was that I ride a bike. When you are semi-
serious about cycling you become a “weight weenie” by cutting down all 
unnecessary weight from your bike and your body. I climb up the hills of 
Griffith Park and the Angeles Crest Highway with a bunch of lean, light 
and strong riding buddies. I needed to drop weight to keep up with them 
and still keep my legs strong. Buying upgrades of lighter wheels and 
components is an expensive hobby. It's much cheaper and effective to 
drop unnecessary weight from your body. My goal wasn't abs, it was 
personal records on Strava (a cycling and running website). Whatever 
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you need to get you there. I couldn't wait to make myself lighter and 
lighter so that I could grind up those 5-6% gradients with ease.

You may not need to go all out and get a dexa scan like I did but if you 
are into the numbers like I am, then I highly recommend it. We tend to lie 
to ourselves about what our actual body fat percentage is but the scan 
doesn't lie. You can also use calipers and bioelectrical impedance 
machines, they will give you a number to work with but keep in mind that 
they won't be as accurate as a scan. I'm a nickel and dime counting 
cheapskate and I could easily justify the $45 on the scan so I know what 
I'm working with. Go to www.body-spec.com for details. They're great.

You of course will need a scale to measure how much you weigh. The 
scale should be a decent quality one that gives you a consistent reading. 
We used to have a digital scale that would overestimate our weight by 
three pounds the first time you step on it. What a disappointment every 
first try! That one broke and we got a reliable digital scale that works like 
a charm. I don't necessarily recommend weighing yourself every 
morning noon and night because your weight can fluctuate wildly over 
course of a single day. I weigh myself daily because I can't help myself 
but I also keep in mind the fluctuations. What I am looking for is an 
overall downward trend week by week.

   
 

http://www.body-spec.com/
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That red stuff around my body is fat. Some was in my internal organs.
No bueno.

Measurable- I use two tools to track my overall progress. My digital 
scale and a tape measure. Every Wednesday is picture day where I 
document my weekly progress. I choose Wednesday because by the 
middle of the week any weekend carb bloat from a cheat day should be 
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out of my system. I take my weight post elimination (crap) and post 
water and coffee. I then measure my chest, waist and hips. Some 
people do both arm and both thighs and skip the chest but I don't. My 
trunk is the most telling sign of my progress for my body type but you 
may want to measure your arms and legs if you so desire. The total 
number of inches on my chest, waist and hips will give me my total 
inches (T.I.). I document my T.I. And whatever the weight is on the scale, 
good or bad. I then take a picture of myself in a towel after my shower 
and email the picture to myself with the following info; Weight, Goal 
weight and Total Inches. I also put any relevant notes like “bad week” or 
“5th belt loop” that I may need. This information goes into an email folder 
titled “2016” I also write it in my notebook and on a Google spreadsheet 
for the year. I don't take half-measures.

As I stated before, 1 pound a week is reasonable goal for most people if 
their diet is in check. I started 2016 at 188 lb. and if I lose a pound a 
week I should reach my goal weight by June 13.(Edit: Check the blog at 
www.philromo.com for current status) Some weeks I'll lose more, some 
weeks I'll stall. Other weeks I may even gain if too many sweets enter 
my routine but overall I should see a downward trend over time. In 2015 
I had to redo my goal weight several times due to the bike accident and 
a lack of overall discipline and you may need to do so as well if you fall 
short. It's okay. The very fact that you tried makes it worth the effort and 
any past success will spill over into your future success. The important 
thing is to start and start now! If your goal is to lose twenty pounds then 
look at a calendar and look at the date twenty weeks from now. That is 
when you will reach your weight come hell or high water. Your desire to 
reach your goals must be greater than your desire for comfort and the 
status-quo.

Action-Oriented- The Costco trip every two weeks is a must for me. If 
that doesn't happen then I am not in control of what I'm eating during the 
week and that is not an option. Once I have my food supplies I spend an 
hour every Sunday making my salads for the week. I try to get it done 
early and it's as exciting as cleaning toilets but I like the feeling of 
grabbing a tupperware from the fridge and a bag of mixed nuts and 
splitting to work without having to worry about lunch. I am fortunate 
enough to come home to dinner most nights which consists of slow carb 
chili, salmon Caesar salad or chicken soup with vegetables. The pantry 
has all the the grains rice and flour in one compartment which I never 
open.

http://www.philromo.com
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As far as exercise I designate a certain amount every week to 
maintaining myself physically. I have grown to enjoy this time even 
though it started out as a grind. I never miss an opportunity to ride my 
bike because I derive a lot of pleasure from it, even when it's difficult. 
With weight training I have become accustomed to setting lifting goals 
and trying to achieve them. Right now I am struggling with pull-ups and 
handstands, even against the wall. In a few months I look forward to 
working up to ten pull-ups per set and mastering the handstand free 
standing. It's setting goals and achieving them that is a real motivator for 
me.

Realistic- This category is highly dependent on the individual setting the 
goal. I know that I have the sufficient discipline to reach 10% body fat 
but if my goal was “To become an IFBB pro bodybuilder” then that 
means over hauling too many parts of my life and becoming an entirely 
different person. It would mean spending long hours at the gym and let's 
be honest, allocating my income to pay for anabolic steroids which I am 
too cheap to do.That said, I believe that people too often underestimate 
what they are capable of. “Start my own business by 2017” in six months 
is totally achievable even though it will be difficult.

You can do amazing things if you set your mind to a task and work to 
achieve it. Be realistic with yourself and with human physiology as well. 
If your goal is “Lose 5 pounds a week.” then you are in for a hurting. 
Even if you lose 5 pounds the first week don't expect your body to be 
able to sustain such a metabolic load. When you watch “The Biggest 
Loser” on television and see one of the contestants lose 25 pounds the 
first month it looks really impressive. What the camera doesn't show you 
is the constant trips to the bathroom because a lot of that is water weight 
that gets peed out from lowering carbohydrate intake. Not to admonish 
or diminish these peoples accomplishments, just don't get it into your 
head that they are losing almost a pound of pure body fat per day. Give 
it time and most importantly be consistent and you can do great things. 
As I stated earlier, 1 pound a week is reasonable and 10% body fat for 
males, 15% for females is totally doable with a good plan. It’s realistic 
and achievable.

Time and Resource Constrained- Time is the major player and 
resource in this game. I have a great job that I love to do. I work from 
around noon-8 PM Monday through Thursday. I have Friday off and I 
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work Saturdays from 9 AM-5 PM. Sunday is off. On paper it looks like I 
have plenty of free time to exercise and prepare meals but also consider 
that I have a three year-old boy. I also have a wonderful wife who works 
a normal 8-5 job Monday through Friday. Since my son needs at least 
one parent at home or until he goes to pre-school I don't get much alone 
time.

My exercise window is from 6 AM (or whenever I wake up) to about 7:45 
AM. My wife works close to home. If I wake up at 730 AM then I missed 
any chance to get a decent training session in. This means that I need to 
wake up early before anyone else in the house. This also means that I 
need to go to sleep earlier and eliminate distractions that keep me up 
late at night. Asleep by 10 PM is ideal but I let it go to about 11:30 
sometimes. Is it convenient? Hell no, I had to train my body to get used 
to this sleep schedule. I often wonder what the hell I was doing with all 
my free time before I became a parent. The funny thing is now that I 
have less free time I use it far more productively than when time was an 
largely unlimited resource. Some people call this “adulting”.

Money is another resource that plays a huge factor into your weight loss 
goals. To be frank, your health is one of the most important things you 
can spend money on so why skimp on it? This is your fuel for your 
primary vehicle, don't fill it with crap fuel and then use financial excuses 
to justify it. If you are over weight and unhappy yet you drive a new 
Mercedes, sell that secondary vehicle and then buy a used Honda and 
use the difference to buy healthy food for a year. Use the money you 
would spend on moldy Starbucks coffee and loaves of bread from the 
supermarket and buy good coffee you can make at home and avocados. 
Make it work and stop making excuses. You want to drive a nice car and 
have the outward appearance of success all the while not letting anyone 
take your picture for fear of looking too fat? Stop kidding yourself. If you 
were happy with your appearance there would be no “good side” to you 
face. Every angle would be a good angle and you would have a great 
body to show off instead of an overpriced car and designer handbags. 
Be fit and happy and drive a cheaper car.

The final resources I'll mention are people and information. It would be a 
delight to me if you consider the contents of this book to be a resource to 
you. If not, that's fine. Find something that works for you and use it. My 
resources are Tim Ferriss, Dave Asprey, Paul Chek and Elliot Hulse 
amongst others I encounter all the time. As far as people I know, I have 
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various health minded friends from different disciplines such as running, 
cycling, calisthenics, yoga and MMA that I bounce ideas off of all the 
time. I listen to their thoughts and training philosophies and apply them 
to my own. If two or more people that I listen to say similar things then I 
strongly consider applying those ideas to my own approach. If I try 
something and it doesn't work then I try a different one and chalk it up to 
experience. This is being a student of life and always striving to grow as 
an individual.

The Rundown of Strategies

-Write out your goals and track your progress week by week. 
Document your weight and your measurements in a journal and take a 
weekly picture to see progress over time and hold yourself accountable.

-Intermittent Fasting to use up glycogen stores and give yourself time 
on empty to tap into the fat stores. 16-18 hour fasting window so you can 
break down fat for energy.

-Sensible eating by avoiding grains, fruit, starches and white 
carbohydrates. Use your 6-8 hour eating window wisely and avoid 
spiking your insulin levels. Over-producing glycogen works against you.

-Calorie/Macro tracking using an app like My Fitness Pal to stay in a 
reasonable caloric deficit of being over you BMR and below your TDEE. 
Seek a Macro split of 55% Fat, 25% Protein and 20% of carbs or lower. 
Remember that a calorie deficit of 500/day x 7 = 3,600 calories or 1 
pound of fat per week.

-Carb backloading to relieve any night time hunger or carb cravings at 
the end of your eating window. Use low GI options and don't over do it. If 
fat loss stalls, eliminate this first and try a spoonful of coconut oil instead.

-Fasted weight lifting and cardio to burn up any left over liver and 
muscle glycogen. Stimulate testosterone to preserve lean muscle mass 
and raise your TDEE.

-6-8 hours of restful sleep per night to rest and recover. Allow lean 
mass to maintain and grow while fat metabolism does it's work. Wake up 
rested and lighter than the previous day.
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-Environmental controls to keep you motivated and on track. Surround 
yourself with positive healthy people and health oriented media 
resources. Don't allow yourself to over do social media and instill healthy 
habits like reading and writing in your journal.

Do these things and fat doesn't stand a chance.

The Excuses You Will Make

“I don't have enough time, I'm too busy.” You're probably as busy as 
anyone else I know. You should just say “My health is not a priority”, 
that's more honest. If you don't like that idea, then deal. The concept of 
“busy” is a trap. Your life has been set up to prioritize certain things over 
others. You need to reset your priorities to put fat loss higher on the list. 
Paul Chek once said “You can't manage time.” Time management is a 
myth. We all get 24 hours in a day. I don't get any more than you do and 
you don't get any more or less than I do. The only thing you can manage 
are your activities. You can't “make time” so make smarter choices with 
what you do with the time you have.

“It's too difficult to lose weight.” If it was easy then everyone would 
have six pack abs. You live in a world which doesn't facilitate healthy 
eating choices. This world is driven by profits and it is more profitable for 
large scale industrial entities to make money off of you being unhealthy. 
So it's up to you to dictate what you eat and how you live. You can say 
that fat loss is not easy, but you are being intellectually dishonest if you 
say that it's not simple. Losing fat is simple. There are people that are 
reading this that are far more intelligent and gifted than I am. All I'm 
trying to do is present how to lose body fat in the most simple terms I 
can because I'm not all that intelligent myself. I won't call myself an idiot 
but to call myself a genius at anything is just a lie. I can do this and 
chances are so can you. It's simple but it's not easy. Be consistent, 
make smarter choices and you will see results. You are not an idiot and 
even if you are just look at the vapid, intellectually devoid human beings 
on Instagram that are in great shape. Intelligence is not a necessary in 
achieving your goals but dedication is.

“But sugar is GOOD!” So is cocaine. Do you thing people do cocaine 
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because they hate it? Hard drugs make you feel so good that they will 
ruin your life. You know what though? Both sugar and cocaine light up 
the same addictive parts of your brain. The average person would look 
down on with pity at the homeless drug addict outside of the local 
Starbucks who is struggling with an addiction which has ruined their life, 
all the while sauntering in do grab a Venti Frappachino to satisfy their 
own addiction. Hey, we're all hooked on something. Just be realistic 
about how healthy your addiction is for you. You can have your cookies 
and your cakes but also consider the cost. If you can justify eating a box 
of girl scout cookies in one setting and at the same time not like having 
your picture taken because you have deep self-image issues, you are a 
fool. You are saying that cookies are worth not liking how you look. 
What are you, three years old?

“I don’t want to get obsessive about this kind of stuff. I’m just 
going to go about it casually.” Lackluster effort will yield lackluster 
results. Go ahead and prove me wrong.

“I can't because of _____ and _______. I also have a hormone 
problem and I struggle with depression and my glands are all 
messed up. I don't have any support or resources and I am allergic 
to _______.” Choose one of the following responses:

1. Seek professional help. I cannot help your individual situation and 
doing so would overestimate my abilities and the scope of what 
this book is about. This book is a plan for people that don't have 
circumstances that are not as extremely unique as yours. I hope 
you find help you need and the life coach/institutional facility that 
can manage and mitigate your situation. I thank you for reading 
this book but it is not for you. Thank you for taking the time to read 
it and I wish you the best of luck.

2. You entitled baby. I am not here to accommodate your neurosis. I 
am here to help you stop making excuses and finally do what 
you've needed to do for a while in terms of your health. I don't want 
to hear your excuses and I'm sure other people you know are sick 
of them as well. Take the information, adjust as needed and stop 
putting off your goals due to whatever pscho-babble you tell 
yourself to make yourself feel better about being an entitled, 
undisciplined slug of a human being. I don't care. You didn't buy 
this book so I don't have to be delicate with your feelings like 
whatever paid personal trainer who you may have made excuses 
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to in the past. Your excuses suck and they will make you suck at 
life until you stop being a damned fool.

Pick the response that applies to you.

“I lack the discipline to do this.” Bingo. I give you credit for being 
honest. Discipline was a problem for me as well for many years. One 
day I encountered a quote. “Excellence is a habit.” You must practice 
discipline and get better over time. It took me to the point where I had to 
make a decision. Take statin medication to lower my cholesterol levels or 
take control of my health and my life. It took a life changing and 
expensive decision to get me to this point. I am not naturally inclined 
towards discipline. I lack self-control at times and in certain situations I 
slip up but I always try again the next day.

What I find is that it has to hurt to fail. There has to be stakes involved 
in order to make lasting changes to yourself. Be it a guilty feeling for 
missing a workout or writing a $100 check to The Westboro Baptist 
Church and mailing it out if you don't reach your goal, the situation has 
to suck if you don't succeed. So make an incentive and raise the stakes. 
Start a betting pool with your co-workers or promise yourself a splurge 
on an item you want once you make it. We are motivated by rewards but 
even more so by negative consequences. Use this as an opportunity to 
practice your personal discipline and you can translate the tactics you 
used to achieve other goals in your personal and professional life. Don't 
be a victim of your own self-sabotage. Take steps to improve your life 
and start right now.

Implement at Your Own Pace

Basically “know thyself”. Not everyone will be able to implement all the 
strategies at once especially if you are starting from a very unhealthy 
place. Don't overwhelm yourself and burn out too soon. Sustainability is 
key and I don't mean sustainability for two months. We are making better 
choices for the rest of your life. Let me use a music teaching analogy. 

A beginning student usually doesn't have enough innate instincts to 
improvise well. They don't have the musical vocabulary or know the 
mechanics of the instrument well enough to express themselves. 
Through proper training the student will learn to develop their ear and 
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understand the fundamentals (i.e. scales and chord tones) and then start 
developing aptitude at their instrument. They start to listen and 
transcribe the music and material of other musicians they admire while 
using their judgement on what they like or dislike about a certain sound 
or style. Once the fundamentals are in place and they know how to 
express themselves on their instrument then they can be creative and 
improvise their own melodies and solos.

Your body is your instrument and even though you've had it all your life 
that doesn't mean that you understand how to use it properly to look and 
feel the way you want. What I hope is that you learn the fundamentals 
about how your metabolism works and use those mechanisms to 
achieve your fitness goals. Once those fundamentals are in place and 
you learn how to use it properly you can begin to express yourself and 
tackle your individual goals. The possibilities are endless. Run a 
marathon or do your first triathlon. Join a Ju-Jitsu class or take up skiing. 
Or just look great naked! You can write your own story knowing that you 
know what works for you as an individual.

It's exciting and I'm excited for you to start! If you had to start slowly and 
implement only one thing, start by writing out your goal. As you progress 
this plan will guide you even if you have to change it due to your 
circumstances. Those that fail to plan plan to fail. The world is full of 
people who simply tell themselves “I need to lose weight” and just 
vaguely try different things with no distinct plan and hope that it works. 
Set yourself apart by choosing a goal and then writing it out. Then of 
course, gradually reduce your intake of liquid sugar, processed sugars 
and reduce overall carbohydrate intake. This alone will yield results. 
Then experiment with carb back loading and progressive IF to 
supercharge your weight loss. Start making little changes to your diet 
until you find yourself eating mainly nutrient-dense fats and protein. Your 
progress will accelerate. If your progress stalls you may want to consider 
that you are eating too many calories as well as overdoing the carbs. Try 
tracking your food and macro ratio and see if this helps. Get enough 
sleep to wake up early enough to do light fasted cardio or weight 
training. Increase intensity as your fitness improves and use your 
feelings. This is will accelerate you further. Controlling your environment 
is the final piece of the puzzle and you have a foolproof plan to make 
your fat loss goals a reality.
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80/20 and the Freedom of Discipline

Today is February 23 2016 and as I write this today is my birthday. I am 
going to Benihana's tonight and I am eating that dope ass fried rice. I am 
eating that dessert and ice cream or whatever comes across my plate 
because I earned it. My diet is on point and I am at my goal weight for 
this week. That rice is going to be even more awesome because I really 
haven't had any starch to speak of for at least two weeks. This is 
freedom and this is my 80/20 approach in effect.

Pareto's 80/20 principle is a theory that output is not evenly distributed 
amongst resources. In many cases, 80% of your benefits come from 
20% of your resources. So, let's say at the music school I teach at 20% 
of the teachers make up 80% of the businesses income because they 
are consistent and teach the most students and have the highest student 
retention rate. As far as frustration and clients driving the boss up the 
wall, 80% of my bosses frustration comes from 20% of the clientele. I 
take this as “water the plants where they yield the most fruit.” Just don't 
eat too much of the fruit.

In terms of dieting I take it as doing well and making good eating choices 
80% of the time overall. Some weeks I'm at 100% and I feel very proud 
of myself. I also realize that I don't live in a bubble and that Thanksgiving 
is a thing. The weeks at 100% are not sustainable in the long haul. 
Some days are gains and some will be losses. If you have one cheat 
day a week where you indulge but the other six days you are on point, 
that math works out to being about 85% being on point. Consider carb 
backloading your little bit of mitigation to keep you on point and part of 
the 20% of indulgence you are allowed. Don't allow the indulgences to 
exceed the good work you've done. You will make great progress over 
the long haul if you keep 80/20 in mind.

I have an alarm on my phone set to 6 AM. It rings 5 days a week and it 
says “Discipline Equals Freedom” I try to get up before the alarm rings. 
The quote is from Jocko Willink, author, former Navy S.E.A.L and all 
around badass. When I was not disciplined my workout schedule was 
lax and I got unimpressive results. Now that I am waking up earlier and 
getting work done I am left with the greatest gift of all, more time. I am 
free to take my son to the park rather than struggling to fit in a quick set 
of pull ups at some point in my day. I can write before everyone gets out 
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of bed. Make coffee, meditate, practice music. I am free. Undisciplined 
people are at the mercy of their trappings. Too much social media, too 
much information, too much binge watching vapid TV shows and too 
many empty calories from not thinking about their food options. You 
wouldn't think so, but discipline equals freedom and a little bit of 
structure goes a long way in freeing you up and improving your life. I can 
indulge in my fried rice at Benihana's because I am free to do so thanks 
to my discipline.
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Part 5. The Cheaters 
Survival Guide

“Change is not a four-letter word...
but often your reaction to it is!”

-Jeffery Gitomer
Chances are, you will cheat and slip up. If you are one of the few 
exceptional human beings who will be so disciplined that they won't eat 
one french fry until goal weight is reached, you're most likely a damned 
liar. Much of my weight loss on the way from 230 lbs. to today has been 
the constant mitigation and damage control from slipping up and 
cheating. Putting out little fires here and there and talking myself off the 
ledge because my will broke. The limbic toddler took over and my 
neocortex parent couldn't keep up. If you were to look in my old beat-up 
journal you'd encounter plenty of backslides and slip-ups as well as a lot 
of pages dedicated to getting myself on track. This part of the book is the 
one you want to keep and go back to when things get hard. I am pretty 
good at staying on track but I'm even better at not turning a cheat meal 
into food orgy worthy of Caligula.

Sugar- The Rockslide Effect

So you've decided to make the change and drop the sugar. Good for 
you! Everything is going fine, you replace the bagels and donuts with 
eggs and avocado and you are on your way. Along comes a box of 
Entanmann's little bite muffins and a friend who says “You can't have just 
one? Come on, you've been so good.” or maybe this friend is your own 
inner dialogue.

You are entering dangerous waters my friend and let me tell you why. 
Like an addict who can't have “just a little heroin” your body will respond 
with a craving for more. Your taste buds will respond and your body will 
say. “We're doing this again? Awesome, let's have some more.” 
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Remember that you are transitioning from being carb-dependent for 
energy to being ketone and fat-dependent for energy. The body does a 
crappy job of deciding which energy source it's going to tap into so when 
you take that muffin you are refilling your glycogen stores and putting 
processed sugar back into your energy cycle. If you've been dieting for a 
while then your liver glycogen is on the low side and it will treat the 
reintroduction of sugar as an invitation to refill. That means you're going 
to want the whole box which will send your insulin through the roof and 
put you back into storage mode.

Don't believe me? Try it. Just one muffin. I'm not saying that it can't be 
done but you will need all your willpower to stop you from devouring 
everything in sight ESPECIALLY if your breaking your fasting window 
with sugar. That's why I recommend low GI carb backloading at the end 
of your day if you have a sweet tooth. Over time, you can resist sugar 
cravings more easily and just walk right past that stuff.

“But you said try it and I did and I ate the whole box and I'm ugly 
and no one likes me.” Okay, let's go into damage control mode. Take 
responsibility and accountability. If you feel bad, you are only human and 
it's going to take a while for you to change the habits that led you to 
being unhealthy in the first place. Write down your feelings. How do you 
feel? Temporary relief followed by over-whelming guilt like a Catholic 
who watches porn? Document it, write it down. Use it to help you out in 
the future. Here's the things that will happen to you:

You will gain water weight.- The scale will go up 4-8 pounds the next 
day after a good binge. It can be very discouraging because you will feel 
like you got fatter. Not necessarily, you will only gain a significant amount 
of weight if you continue eating this way and send excess sugar into 
your bloodstream. You ever wonder about the word “Carbohydrate”? 
Carbo-HYDRATE. Carbs need water to work in the body and it will take 
every ounce of H2O in your body and suck it right up. If you have been 
drinking a lot of water like you should be this will make you feel and look 
bloated. All the water in foods you eat will also bloat you up. Remember, 
this mantra: “It's only water.” You can't reverse months of progress with 
one cheat day, but the psychological effect can be very discouraging.

You will experience inflammation.- Inflammation is the bodies natural 
response to an offense against it be it a punch to the face or a broken 
bone. Your sugar binge is an offense to a digestive system that has 
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begun to use fat for energy rather than carbs. Here's the fact, you 
poisoned yourself. I know, it's not like you took a cyanide pill, but the 
truth is that you willingly put the body under stress with a food choice 
that would cause inflammation. You will recover and hopefully quickly. If 
you ask any dedicated gym rat or fitness enthusiast if they crave sweets 
and processed sugar, most will tell you that although they get tempted 
from time to time but the benefit is not worth the cost.

What to Do to get Back on Track

Forgive yourself- You slipped, everyone does. Those that fail allow 
their failures to define who they are. Those goals you wrote down? They 
didn't disappear simply because you had a cheat meal or even a cheat 
day. The goal is still written down, don't let this one event stall all the 
progress you have made. Refocus, re-commit and get after it.

Drink water- Gulp it down. Yes, you are already bloated but start getting 
used to peeing a lot the day after a cheat day. You are going to flush out 
the toxins and the excess water weight over the course of the next day 
or two to get back to your normal actual weight. Pee clear and often and 
you may be surprised that you are producing enough to match the the 
amount of urine in your local water-based amusement park.

Do NOT spike your insulin the next day-  We are trying to do some 
damage control here. You want to pour water on the fire, not gasoline. 
Lower the amount of insulin in your bloodstream either by fasting or 
eating low GI foods like vegetables and protein. You may get more sugar 
cravings the next day. Patiently wait them out and drink more water until 
ghrelin gets bored and leaves you alone.

Do some fasted activity the next day- Depending on your fitness level 
you can either hit it hard or take it light and easy. You have muscle and 
liver glycogen and the tank is full. Go ahead and use it. You may actually 
find that you can lift more weight with less fatigue. This is the benefit of 
training with carbs. Remember this once you reach your target weight 
and convert your focus to performance-based training. Enjoy your fully 
fueled activity and then refocus on the goal of fat loss. I don't 
recommend fasted training and a 24 hour fast on the same day, but you 
may be able to hang with it.
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Resume the usual eating plan- If you are doing the 16/8 fasting 
protocol, then resume your usual business and eat as you normally 
would. Low GI carbs, Fats and proteins. You could probably do without 
the carb back-loading but use your feelings as a guide. You'll be back to 
normal in a few days.

Strategies for Mitigating Future Cheating

Plan ahead and don't let the cheat days surprise you. Look at the 
calendar and look for future events that will put you in arms length of 
copious amounts of cupcakes. When it's Saturday and on Sunday we 
are going to a family event which involves pizza and burgers I plan my 
fasting windows and eating around that fateful event. I will either one or 
a combination of the following things:

1. Do a long bike ride the morning of the event or if possible the day 
after.

2. Eat a light and low GI, lower calorie snack such as an avocado, ½ 
a cup of mixed nuts or two hardboiled eggs. I will either bring it to 
the event and eat it there or eat it beforehand to not allow me to go 
overboard with the treats.

3. If it's hamburgers and hot dogs, ditch the bun and try to go “protein 
style”

4. At the party or event, focus on beans and meat. Skip the rice and 
starches and use the room on your plate to load up more of the 
stuff your body can use.

5. Stay social, talk to people, catch up with friends and family. Don't 
be that guy/gal at the party that is being a total bummer because a 
three year-old is having cake for their birthday. If you are that 
weirdo, don't tell them that you are reading my book. I want 
nothing to do with you, weirdo.

Beware of the Holidays!  It is hard for me to keep on a good fat loss 
regiment in November and December. Some can, I really can't. You see, 
my wife makes these mint chocolate chip cookies that will make your 
head explode. They're so damn good that none of my usual stoicism 
stands a chance against it. She makes these around Christmas time and 
our families usually make tamales. If you're hispanic or you have 
hispanic friends who love you, you know what tamales mean. They are 
amazing. That on top of the added stress of holiday shopping and family 
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commitments make it very difficult to make real weight loss progress. I 
consider it a win if I don't actually gain weight. Starting in the new year is 
a good time to recommit but not like the usual resolution crowd. Most of 
these people have ideas of what they want to achieve but are not willing 
to form a real plan and follow through with it. Lucky you, you're reading 
this book and now you know how to crush your goals.

For the truly badass, I have a solution to turn around even the worst 
cheat days and get back on track after only two days after a binge. It's 
not for everyone. You have to be ready to test yourself, but it works for 
me... You ready?

The Nuclear Option- 24 Hour Fast

Let's get one thing clear; you won't die. Although you may feel like it if 
you are not used to fasting. You have to keep your head about you and 
remember, you just ate upwards of 4,000 calories. Your body will either 
use it or store it. You have plenty of energy in you already. If you are in 
reasonably good health, I wouldn't worry about a hospital visit later in the 
day. Will you be uncomfortable? Most likely. You will get lots of ghrelin 
visits and pee a lot. Here's what you will need:

1. Lots of water that you can take during the day. More than the usual 
½ your bodyweight in ounces. This will be your weapon against 
hunger.

2. Coffee or tea. I prefer coffee. Remember, it's black or butter 
flavored. NO SUGAR.

3. The iron will of a gladiator

“But what about STARVATION MODE!”(shock and horror and the 
boogey man)
You won't get there, you safety nazi. Google “the Minnesota Starvation 
experiment” These people actually starved themselves. They went 24 
weeks and got down to 5% body fat as their body reached a point where 
there was no more weight to lose without actually dying. It took a long 
time and a lot of suffering. I'm suggesting you try to go one complete 
global revolution, you wimp. Oh and if you ever hear of someone saying 
that they can't lose any more weight because they are “in starvation 
mode” they are either a walking skeleton or full of crap. Starvation Mode 
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actually stalling weight loss in a normal person above 5% body fat is a 
myth.

I have never gone longer than 24 hours myself. But hey, I'm up for 
anything. Author Tim Ferriss has gone seven days and weird things 
started happening to him like back pains and extreme euphoria but he 
lived and lives still so he can write awesome books and make killer 
podcasts. Like anything, test it out and see for yourself and for goodness 
sake, consider your experience with fasting and any possible medical 
issues that would limit your ability to fast safely. Have a “safe word” like 
a sandwich in a locked cabinet nearby.

My 24 Hour Fasting Experiment

On February 7 2016 it was Super Bowl Sunday. My buddy Jeff was 
hosting a Super Bowl party as well as his 50th birthday bash and there 
was all manner of goodies abound. I tried to be strong, but that supreme 
pizza with all the toppings was calling my name. I could feel myself 
wanting to go overboard so I said “screw it” and went all out. I ate all 
manner of pizza, wings, beer, cookies and cake. Nothing was off limits. I 
stuffed myself into a coma. If I had to guess, 5000 calories were 
consumed that day.
It was bedlam and carb bloat. We left the party at about 8 PM and 
headed home. I tracked the next days activities and wrote out my 
feelings throughout the day. Here's what it looked like:

The day after I cheated.

8 AM-slept in. Felt like crap, could have gotten up but decided to sleep in and 
heal from poisoning myself

9 AM- reading and drinking water. No visible veins in my arms where there 
usually is. Drank 16 oz. And then filled up another 32 oz. Drank it down and 
Had 2 cups of black coffee. Crapped 3 times. Feeling better with every crap and 
pee. Weighed myself 185.4 pounds. Should be closer to 180. 5 lbs of water 
weight to pee out.

10 AM-Noon Workout at the park. Had extra power and energy. Took BCAA's 
after wards with water. Veins visible again. Going to attempt a water fast today 
and won't eat until dinner. Showered. Post work out I weigh 183.6. It's only 
water.
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1230 PM- Leaving for work, not bringing lunch. Not hungry in the least. 
Feeling fine. Good even.

2 PM- Ghrelin paid a visit. Pee was thick and foamy. Going to practice and 
distract myself. Still feeling comfortable.

3:15 PM- Started burping. Ghrelin says hi. Overall comfortable.

4:45- Pee light color. Feel great. Doing wall handstand and dips to keep busy 
during breaks. Green tea and water for fuel. I have lessons from 5-730 PM then 
I get to go home.

530- Peed

6 PM- Feeling uncomfortably hungry. Almost there.

630- Temporary cravings, I'm fine now.

730- Leaving work. Damn tired, damn hungry, but ok.

8 PM- Weigh 182.2. Eating dinner, feeling good. Salmon Ceasar salad.

Asleep by 11 PM, tomorrow resume regular grind. The pain that I'm used 
to.

I was back to 181 by the next morning. It wasn't that bad and I will do it 
again. Be careful not to stuff yourself full of everything in sight once you 
break your long fast. You can eat big, but stay on target with you usually 
daily intake of calories and macros. This is what I use to get back on 
track from a big day of eating.

When you stall, when you cheat, when it gets hard to keep going you 
must never give up. Never, never, never give up. Every new day gives 
you a new opportunity to try again. Refocus, reshuffle your priorities and 
most importantly, recommit. You can do this. You can achieve this. Just 
never give up.
NEVER. GIVE. UP.

-P.R.
March 2016
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Thank you for reading this book. Please share it with the people you 
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You may wind up helping to save someones life.
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